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Graphics resource allocation has often existed on the periphery of graphics

research, taking second place to faster or more realistic algorithms for global

illumination and modeling. Most research has focused on generating sets of

images that best match the effects one might see in photographs. While this

approach works well for digital image synthesis techniques, real-time rendering

possesses a fundamentally different character. The core problem in a real-time

renderer is designing a system to best allocate resources with respect to a viewer

in real time while realism is important to this goal, viewers do not perceive

individual frames in a frame sequence in the same way that viewers perceive

the images produced by unconstrained synthesis techniques.

In this thesis, we present a method for performing graphics resource alloca-

tion that employs a new structure called the attentional flow network (AFN).

The attentional flow network technique integrates a data structure similar to

an artificial neural network with a scene graph. This structure defines how the

"relevance" of objects with respect to human viewers flows to other objects in

subsequent time periods. At the same time, external activations are imposed on
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this structure using models of the viewer generated by an external system (the

center-of-focus predictor). We explore both a basic version of this technique

and a sequence of extensions to the basic technique.

Further, while some work has been done on center-of-focus prediction sys-

tems, the problem still generates substantial difficulties for techniques that re-

quire user information to distribute resources, as the attentional flow network

technique does. We thus discuss several approaches that might be taken to mod-

eling the user center of focus. We discuss two new approaches: the warp-and-

woof technique and the semantic scene-cell decomposition function approach.

The first estimates user focus using a function of the mouse-pointer location

and the locations of significant objects. The second estimates user focus using

a programmer-defined decomposition of space that includes a coarse sampling

of likely user centers of focus given position and orientation of the viewpoint.

Finally, we evaluate the basic form of the attentional flow network technique.

This evaluation takes the form of three studies that examine the cost of using

the technique, the benefits gained versus unconstrained rendering, and the ben-

efits gained versus constrained rendering with uniform resource allocation. Our

results suggest that the attentional flow network technique has the potential to

substantially improve resource allocation at little cost, particularly in systems

that are not CPU-limited.
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ATTENTIONAL FLOW NETWORKS: A REAL-TIME
ADAPTIVE DISPLAY TECHNIQUE

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Two fundamentally different approaches to rendering drive computer graph-

ics research. Digital image synthesis techniques attempt to generate realistic

imagery; the rendering system strives to create images that reflect the complex

and subtle interactions between light and materials to the best degree possible,

given computational constraints[19, 26, 27, 28, 32, 39, 40, 81]. Real-time ren-

dering techniques, on the other hand, strive to create optimal frame sequences,

where each individual frame must be constructed in a small amount of time,

yet still be convincing[32, 70]. Different measures of quality and different ap-

proaches to achieving that quality drive each of these two problem domains. Our

research focuses on real-time rendering; in particular, we develop a new method

for real-time graphics resource allocation called the attentional flow network

technique. Our primary goal is to create a technique that adapts rendering

resources to best fit the expected viewing patterns of a particular user.

Several challenges currently motivate the majority of real-time graphics re-

search: coping with model complexities that grow faster than our ability to

render them, incorporating more realistic illumination models, and increasing

the user's sense of presence in the simulation. The complexity of models has
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consistently outpaced our ability to render these models in real time; in fact, it

is not uncommon to encounter models so complex that the visible set of geome-

try cannot be stored in memory. Some models are so complex that even storing

them on persistent media can be a challenge.' Rendering massive models at

interactive rates thus requires ground-breaking algorithmic approaches. At the

same time, in many application domains, users demand more complex models

of illumination approximations to the global illumination techniques used in

digital image synthesis, for example[19, 32, 39, 40, 81]. Studies of human vision

have made it clear that viewers collect a great deal of information about a scene

from subtle lighting cues. Simplistic shading schemes can make scenes more

difficult for the viewer to decompile; for example, polygon meshing schemes

that do not adjust the mesh near object joins (where a wall meets the floor,

for example) can result in light leakage across physical boundaries, creating the

impression of floating furniture and cracks in walls[19]. Thus, better lighting

makes for more immersive scenes. Finally, the sum quality of a scene rendered

in real time is not the quality of the individual frames, but rather the sense of

immersion or presence sustained in the viewer; anything that draws attention

to the fact that the simulation isn't reality should be avoided.

The relative importances of these challenges, however, depends on the prob-

lem domain: there is no best approach for all graphics problems. For example,

engineers and designers of power plants might require a walkthrough program

to study their building designs, supplying them with a dynamic perspective to

1 Consider, for example, the Digital Michelangelo project at Stanford: the triangle mesh
generation algorithm[22, 90] built a model of the statue of David containing approximately
2 bilLion triangles from data acquired via laser range scans. While this is one of the largest
models that we have seen, many models produced by fine-detail three-dimensional scanning
end up exhibiting high degrees of complexity[6 1].



assist in the detection of design flaws. This user population requires engines

that can render extremely large scenes without compromising geometric accu-

racy. Maintaining presence is a minor goal in such an application. However, for

the computer gamer, presence is paramount. Thus, the frame rate should be

high and consistent and the visual artifacts few in number (of course, spectacu-

lar visual effects tricks are also desirable, but that is outside the domain of the

research presented here).

1.1 Optimal Real-Time Rendering

Conflicting requirements drive real-time graphics engine design. First of all, the

rendering engine is only one aspect of a larger application: in a modern computer

game, for example, the application might execute artificial intelligence routines

for the computer-controlled actors, check for collisions, update the world, and

perform network communication. Theoretically, the rendering engine can be
divided from the rest of the application by the geometric database, as illustrated

in Figure 1.1; in practice, the rendering engine is often integrated with the rest of

the application for reasons of efficiency. Thus, even before the graphics resource

allocation problem is encountered, the application resource allocation problem

must be solved. However, this larger problem is outside the domain of this

thesis. Here, we focus on the graphics resource allocation problem, intruding

into higher-level concerns such as spatial collision detection and updates to the

geometric database only as necessary.

Even once we exclude allocation outside of the graphics engine, the engine

itself is still driven by two conflicting sets of requirements: maximizing image

quality and maintaining a high frame rate and small overall latency, versus mm-
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FIGURE 1.1: A basic model of the relation of the rendering engine to other
software components.

imizing noticeable visual artifacts and maintaining a consistent frame rate and

consistent latency. Establishing an equitable balance between these conflicting

goals is the principal problem facing engine designers.

Fortunately, developers often possess substantial domain knowledge on the

types of activities the user is likely to pursue. Games, for instance, are driven

by stories defined by the game designers; in other domains, similar information

is often available. Using this domain knowledge, possibly combined with mea-

surements of the user's center of focus and a record of past user actions, we

could construct a distribution of importance for objects throughout the scene,

not just with regard to the probability that objects will near the user's center

of focus, but also reflecting the contribution positive or negative that an
object makes to a particular sequence of frames.

If we could find the true distribution of importance, we could then define

what it would mean to create an optimal real-time rendering engine. Obviously,

any real graphics engine possesses finite resources to devote to rendering; an

optimal engine would distribute these resources such that most of the effort was
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applied to those areas that produce the greatest benefit, while ensuring that

no area incurred too great a cost from being neglected (note that we are not

assuming that this optimal engine has limited resources with which to make this

decision). Further, such an engine would sustain the best possible compromise

between frame rate and consistency in frame rate, and latency and consistency

in latency, given knowledge of how these factors modulate the subjective quality

of a scene.

1.2 Past Work

In the past, commercial graphics engines and research graphics engines have

used different approaches for graphics research allocation. Low-end commercial

systems such as games typically employ little or no graphics resource allocation,

relying instead on visibility tests, level-of-detail rendering, and user-controlled

parameters to produce the best quality for a particular platform. Higher-end

commercial systems, on the other hand, have been known to implement graphics

resource allocation, although this is not the norm. Unlike commercial engines,

research graphics engines have tended to focus more attention on graphics re-

source allocation, especially in the last ten years, although not all techniques

strive to sustain consistent frame rates.

Some of the earliest explicit work on graphics resource allocation was per-

formed by Funkhouser and Sequin with the Berkeley Architectural Walkthrough

Program[34, 361. The fundamental problem was that the model of Soda Hall

used in the application possessed orders of magnitude variation in scene com-

plexity from different viewpoints. For instance, one might turn the corner of a

relatively nondescript hallway and find oneself looking into an auditorium with



hundreds of highly detailed chairs. In this type of problem, finding some means

of performing graphics allocation is critical: otherwise, one can go from sixty

frames a second to a single frame a second, completely destroying the sense

of immersion produced by the engine. Previous work in graphics resource al-

location, mostly in flight simulators, had focused on reactive engines. In such

engines, once the engine notices a substantial change in the frame rate, the en-

gine reduces quality of objects across the board. Funkhouser and Sequin imple-

mented the first predictive graphics resource allocation engine that of which we

are aware. Their technique first establishes a set of rendering times for objects

in the scene at various levels of quality; specifically, the objects are rendered

multiple times in a preprocessing step to find an average cost. Funkhouser and

Sequin then define a benefit heuristic over screen space for objects that mod-

els the importance of the object based on location and pixel coverage. Their

technique then selects objects with associated levels of quality to render in or-

der of their Benefit value until no more objects could be added to the render

list without exceeding the time to render a frame. Their algorithm exhibited

very little variance in frame time, while producing images that were reasonable

approximations to the fully rendered scene[34, 36]. However, Funkhouser and

Sequin's technique does not explicitly model the interaction of the user's point

of view with the quality of the rendered scene; their work accounts for the user

with a static cost function over screen space, although they suggests that pro-

grammers could modify this function to better tailor resource allocation to a

specific problem.

Horvitz and Lengyel adds user modeling to the equation in their decision-

theoretic approach to graphics resource allocation[50]. They suggest that one

could generate small on-line belief networks to model the motion of the user's
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center of focus given a probability distribution over the current center of focus.
This model of the user could then be used to generate an importance distribution

over the objects. Unlike Funkhouser and Sequin's adaptive display algorithm,
Horvitz and Lengyel's technique relies on the image-compositing abilities of
the proposed and subsequently abandoned Talisman architecture[59, 871.2 J

their technique, objects on the screen are represented by individual sprites

two-dimensional bitmap image surrogates for the object. These sprites can
be rendered much faster than the full geometry; further, two-dimensional im-

age warping techniques can cheaply transform old sprites to approximate the
appearance of objects from slightly different viewpoints. Horvitz and Lengyel's
technique uses the user model produced by decision-theoretic means to associate

importance values with particular sprites; these values modulate the penalty of
the errors in the sprite produced by growing deviations of the warped sprite
from the ideal rendered image. Objects are selected for re-rendering in order
to minimize the modulated screen error subject to the constraint that a limited
amount of resources per update are available.

Image-based rendering techniques are driven by goals similar to adaptive dis-

play algorithms, but often do not explicitly perform graphics allocation. In clas-
sical geometric rendering, objects are associated with some form of functional

representation: whether the representation is meshes, tensor-product spline sur-
faces, or meta-blobs is irrelevant. What is relevant is that the frame rate of
geometric rendering algorithms is fundamentally a function of the total number

2 The Talisman architecture used pure image composition, which is to say that the
sprites did not possess associated per-pixel depth values. Advances in image-based ren-
dering subsequent to Talisman's initial design have presented better image composition
techniques[41, 56, 60, 66, 67].
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of objects to be rendered in the scene: while we can exploit visibility testing and

object simplification schemes to cut down this complexity, ultimately, the com-

plexity of geometric rendering is unbounded[3, 14, 18, 29, 37, 46, 47, 62, 77, 89].

Individual images, however, can be bounded by some multiple of the pixel res-

olution of the display.3 If one has a set of pre-rendered images, one can then

interpolate between these images and sustain a highly consistent frame rate,

independent of the complexity of any point of view. In particular, one can pro-

duce photorealistic renderings from sets of pictures taken from the real world

at sufficiently high resolutions[3, 13, 15, 25, 41, 50, 56, 59, 60, 66, 67, 80].

Of course, one does not always possess a sampling of images captured from

the real world to feed into an image-based rendering system. Oftentimes, one

must generate these images synthetically. While one can still use approaches

such as environment maps and ray databases, most techniques using synthetic

imagery rely on imposters imposters replace geometric models with some

form of less complex image representation. The simplest of these techniques

simply paints a texture captured from a previous rendering onto a flat surface

positioned at the object's previous location[50, 59, 70, 80]. This simplistic ap-

proach requires that imposters be re-rendered from the full geometry frequently

as they are only reasonable approximations very near the viewpoint for which

they were originally rendered. More advanced imposters associate depth with

pixel values[80], construct hierarchical representations of imposters[13, 80], or

construct relatively simple meshes that have textures mapped onto them[3, 25].

It can be desirable in image-based rendering to store images at a higher or lower resolution
than the actual display to either save space (at lower resolution) or avoid aliasing (higher
resolution).



1.3 Goals

The primary goal of this thesis is to present a new adaptive display algorithm
that not only allocates resources under time constraints, but also allocates re-

sources in response to a current user model. Further, this algorithm is required
to be fast (which is to say that the time required for updates should be sub-
stantially less than the time to render geometry). While updates to the model
need not occur every frame, they should occur at least two or three times per
second to avoid obvious transitions in scene quality. If the update cycle can be
performed every frame without performance penalty, that would be a plus in
many applications.

Furthermore, the technique developed should be scalable: by this, we mean
that as geometric models grow in size, the portion of time required to update
AFNs should remain a constant relative to the time required to render the scene

itself. Given that the size of the models that need to be rendered grows with
each passing year, it is critical that the AFN technique be able to grow with
them. Further, there is no reason to believe that this growth in complexity will

reach a plateau any time soon.4

Previous work has also either ignored the issue of user modeling or pro-
vided ad hoc solutions to the problem. A secondary goal in this thesis is the
development of a technique that provides estimates of expected user focus.

' A holy grail in world modeling would be a technique that allowed the user to make
arbitrary changes to world geometry: digging holes, for instance, or carving one's initials
into a virtual tree. Supporting this not only requires a complex physics for interaction with
the world, but also requires rendering techniques that can handle worlds with extremely
high and extremely variable degrees of complexity.
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1.4 Attentional Flow Networks and the Semantic View Cell Decom-
position Function

To solve the graphics resource allocation problem, we created the attentional

flow network. To solve the user modeling problem, we devised the semantic

view cell decomposition function. While these techniques have been designed to

work cooperatively, both techniques can also operate independently.

The primary goal of our research was to find a fast way to predict the rela-

tive importances of objects in the scene. We assumed that directly computing

the importance distribution was unreasonable, at least in real time; however,

we assumed that we can construct a probability function over objects where

the function's value determines the probability that a particular object is the
current center of focus for the viewer (ie, that the objects are projected onto the

fovea of the viewer's eye). Our goal was then to find a technique that generated

an estimate of the total scene distribution given this center-of-focus distribution.

Presumably, objects near the central objects are more important; however, we

desired a representational language that allows richer inter-object connections.

Further, we wanted a language that incorporated a temporal history, thus allow-

ing us to estimate the importance function using not only current probability

estimates but past probability estimates as well.

Artificial neural networks[33, 69, 76] inspired our original design of atten-

tional flow networks; features that led to cyclic behavior and saturation, how-

ever, were removed. Attentional flow networks are designed to exist in parallel

with a scene graph, or other object level representation, one node per object.

The connections between nodes in the attentional flow network designate se-

mantic and/or spatial relationships between objects in the graphics database

(or higher-level abstractions in the scene graph). The current activation level
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of the node corresponding to an object determines the size of the slice of time

allocated to the object for rendering. The user center-of-focus predictor inter-

acts with the attentional flow network by adding activation to nodes on update

cycles. Meanwhile, activation that is already in the network is pushed through

edges on each update cycle just as liquid is pushed through a network of pipes,

except that network edges also act as sinks to maintain a constant level of ac-

tivation in the network. The attentional flow network thus has two functions:

distributing the importance distribution from the user model over the complete

database, and acting as a short-term memory. The simplicity of attentional flow

networks allows them to be updated extremely quickly, mitigating the impact of

attentional flow networks on the performance of the rendering engine. Further,

when changes to the geometry of a scene invalidate an old network, it is a simple

matter to update the topology and edge weights of the attentional flow network

in real-time.

As it stands, the attentional flow network depends upon the existence of

a black box that can provide reasonably accurate predictions of those objects

in a scene that are the current center of focus; how this black box operates is

irrelevant. In the future, we expect that plan recognition schemes will be the

primary engine hidden in the black box, either keyhole plan recognition schemes

or techniques based on extensive user data, such as current pupil location and

orientation. For the moment, however, such techniques have proven to be too

inaccurate or cumbersome for users to be incorporated into adaptive graphics

engines[50, 91].

As a result, we have developed the semantic scene cell decomposition tech-

nique. This technique constructs an approximation to the orientable relevance

capture function (defined in Chapter 2) based on the domain knowledge of the
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programmer and assuming that semantic distributions are a function of user

viewpoint, orientation, and states of the application. The semantic scene cell

decomposition technique breaks the scene up into a set of scene cells, each of

which would typically be a cube, although alternative representations could

be used. The cube itself is then divided up into orientations, one facing each

wall of the cube (note that this is similar to the hemi-cube approach used in

radiosity and other finite-element methods)[19]. The programmer then uses a

walkthrough program to move through the world, clicking on objects in vari-

ous scenes that are likely to be important from that location and orientation,

given the current state of the application. These selections are recorded in a

database that can be queried in real-time to determine the most likely centers

of attention. Objects that are not tied to any particular locale (roamers) would

need to have their importance designated in a global sense this should not

be a problem as roamers are typically important. Because the current scene

cell can be quickly determined and the information associated with it quickly

retrieved, querying the semantic scene cell decomposition function requires very

few resources.

To validate the attentional flow network technique, we designed the Lazarus

engine. Lazarus uses the basic attentional flow technique presented in Chapter

4. This engine demonstrates that the percentage of time taken by the attentional

flow network computation is negligible and can be easily computed several times

per second; further, since it is often the case that the transformation and ras-

terization phases are bottlenecks; when the later stages of the graphics pipeline

are implemented in hardware, we can often evaluate the network with no neg-

ative impact on application performance. We then evaluate the performance

of the graphics allocation engine in Lazarus, comparing its results to the case
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of no graphics allocation. We then compare the quality of the distribution of

resources by comparing the engine to the uniform allocation technique.

1.5 Overview

We begin in Chapter 2 by defining a new model of quality in real-time engines.

Then, in Chapter 3, we discuss the classic graphics pipeline and image degra-

dation techniques for adaptive display algorithms. These sections establish the

substrate upon which graphics resource allocation algorithms can be built.

In Chapter 4, we present a basic version of the attentional flow network

technique. This basic technique is primarily designed for static scenes with

mobile viewpoints. In Chapter 5, we examine six extensions to the attentional

flow network technique. We examine methods for updating the network in

response to dynamically changing scenes. We discuss network culling, a speed-

up technique that allows us to avoid evaluating distant parts of the net without

significant error. We discuss the possibility of inhibitory edges and directional

weighted edges as techniques to improve the richness of the attentional flow

network language. We address the possibility of an attentional flow network

learning to adapt edge weights to particular users. Finally, we consider the

distributed attentional flow network a methodology intended to function

with distributed scene graphs.

In Chapter 6, we address the problem of the user modeling system. We

discuss the approach that has usually been taken in the past (cost functions)

and then discuss alternative approaches that might prove to be more viable in

the future (user measurement and plan recognition). We also describe a simple

cost-function technique that can be used to center-of-focus prediction. Finally,
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we describe a new technique for predicting user centers of focus based on the

semantic scene-cell decomposition function.

In Chapter 7, we discuss the design of Lazarus. We then present the em-

pirical data validating the attentional flow network technique.
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CHAPTER 2

CHARACTERIZING THE QUALITY OF SCENES RENDERED
IN REAL TIME

In the past, our limited ability to quantify quality hampered our ability to

judge "optimal" real-time rendering. What does it even mean to say that a se-

quence of frames over a span of time is optimal? Optimal with respect to whom?

With respect to what metric? Is a cartoon rendering, for example, somehow

of less value than a photorealistic rendering? What about the rendering of a

realistic scene that seems cartoonish?

The fact is, we do not completely understand how the brain integrates vi-

sual stimuli, nor how the images so produced translate into quantities that are

pleasurable. Even if we could define a gross approximation to a human utility

function for visual stimuli, it is known that different viewers exhibit different

responses to visual stimuli[42, 55]. Partly, this is a result of differing physical

sensitivities to a range of spectral bands, and partly it is the result of how

different brains interpret different signals, either due to genetic differences or

cultural instancing.

Nevertheless, we must be able to define and model quality with respect

to the output of a rendering engine: otherwise, we have no way to motivate

new rendering algorithms, especially those that sacrifice quality in one area to

increase quality in another.
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To begin with, we first define what we mean by the terms frame sequence

and integrated frame sequence, since these two terms are critical to quantifying

quality in real-time graphics engines. In digital image synthesis, on the other

hand, it is the degree of verisimilitude in a single frame that defines quality.

Definition 1. Frame: a frame f is a set of pixel value assignments.1

Definition 2. Frame Sequence: a frame sequence F is a totally
ordered set of frames Ii.

Definition 3. Integrated Frame Sequence: an integrated frame

sequence FT is a frame sequence F s.t. each frame f2 e F is asso-

ciated with a time interval (at3, where the t3 form a partition on the

time interval 7.

Ever since the advent of realistic image synthesis techniques, typified by

global illumination models such as raytracing and radiosity, real-time rendering

has often been subjected to the same standards of quality that drive digital

image synthesis. It is commonly assumed that the goal of real-time rendering

is to render frames that are as close as possible to the images produced by
digital image synthesis, with the caveat that an interactive frame rate must be

approximately maintained[3, 19, 70]. One of the underlying ideas in our research

is that real-time rendering and digital image synthesis are completely different

creatures.

1 Note that this definition assumes we are using a raster-display technology or other other
purely discrete parameterization. It does not, however, assume that frames are rectangular.
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As suggested by previous definitions, real-time rendering should not deal

with frames as primitive components, but rather with integrated frame se-

quences. The difference between real-time rendering and digital image synthesis

should be as stark as the difference between viewing a film and viewing a paint-

ing. The viewer of an image produced by realistic image synthesis typically

has time to study the image, examining its hues and following the curves of its

landscapes and forms; time is not an issue. The viewer of an integrated frame

sequence Jj- produced in real time, on the other hand, should not perceive Jy

as a sequence of frames, but rather as an integrated experience over the span of

time T, where the experience is both more and less than the individual images

viewed.

Ultimately, the goal of this thesis is to present an adaptive display algorithm

an algorithm that adjusts the method of rendering objects in response to a set

of run-time and user-related factors. To motivate the choices that we made in

developing this technique, however, we need to first define metrics of quality for

integrated frame sequences. For aesthetic reasons, we have divided our model

into a part that describes the quality of frame sequences (non-integrated), and

a part that modulates this factor to produce the integrated frame sequence
quality.

In Figure 2.1, we present a model that codifies quality of a frame sequence

.T along three dimensions. We will briefly survey each of these dimensions of

error, and then proceed to a more complete discussion of each measure. Along

the first axis, we measure quality by the plenoptic measure, which measures

quality (or more precisely, error) by the degree of divergence between the frames

as rendered and a hypothetical set of ideal frames[1, 6, 56, 67]. This metric

measures the verisimilitude of the sequence of frames. Along the second axis, the
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ORG measure measures the degree to which the local quality of a frame matches

a relevance function defined over screen space for a particular viewer looking at

the display device at a particular moment in time. We call the relevance function

over a single frame the orientable relevance capture function (the ORG function).

This metric measures the degree to which the image fits its limited rendering

resources to both the physiological sensitivities and higher-order sensibilities of a

human subject. Along the third axis, the visual flow matching measure measures

the degree to which the dynamic shifts of quality assignments in image fidelity

track the actual eye movements of the human viewer over the course of F. This

third axis evaluates the quality of the technique's predictive visual flow function,

which attempts to approximate the true visual flow function. A high measure

with respect to the plenoptic dimension implies realism; a high measure with

respect to the ORG dimension implies a good distribution of relevance over a

single frame; a high measure with respect to the visual flow dimension implies

that the dynamic nature of the graphics resource allocator closely matches the

dynamics of the human viewer for F.

Finally, in the last section of this chapter, we discuss those factors that

transform a quality frame sequence into a quality integrated frame sequence.

In particular, the cube of measures as defined above and in the rest of this
chapter ignores the values of the St, in FT. Further, these measures do not

evaluate known factors in establishing viewer presence, the degree of latency

in interactive applications, for instance. While these factors might seem small

compared to the three dimensions of the cube of measures, failing to optimize

with respect to them can transform a good frame sequence into a (literally)

nauseating integrated frame sequence{17, 20, 21, 78].
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ideal

plenoptic measure

FIGURE 2.1: The three dimensions of quality in frame sequences.

Note that in the following, we do not suggest weights for these different

dimensions. It is almost certainly the case that the interactions amongst these

measures are both complex and variable for different viewers. While we might

have intuitions about the relative relevance of different dimensions, only careful

studies with human subjects can establish the true relative importances of these

measures, as well as the variance in their relative importance to distributions

of human subjects.



2.1 Plenoptic Measure

Achieving a global approximation to a realistic ideal image has often dominated

other considerations in modern real-time graphics engine design. As we have

suggested, this should not be the only significant factor; it has, perhaps, drawn

more attention than merited. Nonetheless, the appeal of realism and the value

of realism as a metric are clear: of the three dimensions discussed in this chapter,

the error with respect to the plenoptic measure is the easiest to quantify.

The plenoptic measure derives its name and nature from the plenoptic func-

tion, originally described by Adelson and Grimson. The plenoptic function

describes the pencil of rays at a particular point x with orientation w, as illus-

trated in Figure 2.2[1, 56, 67]. The plenoptic function is essentially the same

as Arvo's radiance distribution function, although the contexts of the functions

are slightly different[6]. Ideally, the plenoptic function is a complete represen-

tation of the electromagnetic field (in the visual spectrum) at any point in time

throughout space. Further, while the plenoptic function was originally intended

to describe the light fields of real scenes, we can extend the notion to describe

the complete light field of any scene, whether synthetic, realistic, imaginary or

otherwise.

Clearly, the point of the plenoptic function is that we can use it to define

"ideal" projective maps. Further, given the generality of the model, we need

not restrict our projective maps to projections onto the image plane with an

infinite field of focus (the pin-hole camera model). We can just as easily imagine

modeling the physics of real lenses, perhaps even allowing for errors such as

chromatic aberration[43, 70]. Or we might envisage modeling the image of the

plenoptic function cast onto the human retina after passage through the pupil.
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eye point

FIGURE 2.2: Using the plenoptic function to assign pixel values

The true import of the plenoptic function to graphics is that it can be used to

validate any arbitrary rendering technique that is based on three-dimensional

worlds (cartoon-based and other non-realistic rendering schemes, on the other

hand, might be entirely two-dimensional or "two-and-a-half" dimensional {68,

92, 941)

If we could access these ideal renderings, we could then define a plenoptic

measure of deviation over rendered scenes.
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Definition 4. Plenoptic Measure of Deviation: Given an ideal

projection of the plenoptic function for frame f, Dideaj(f), and the

rendered frame D(f), we define the plenoptic measure of deviation

to be equal to

IIIDideai(f) D(f)I[dA
A

where A is the area of the two frames, ideal and rendered.

Note that the plenoptic measure as defined is purely a theoretical notion.

First, the plenoptic function itself is highly complex: it is a function of five

dimensions with arbitrarily high frequencies (considered as a function of lu-

minance only). Second, Djdeal(f) is an unknown function anyway. We can

hypothesize its existence, but we are far from completely simulating it even

with the best digital image synthesis techniques in existence.

Thus, we might instead attempt to quantify the accuracy of our frames

according to the plenoptic measure by determining the plen optic residue.

Definition 5. Plenoptic Residue: Given a rendering using an off-

line digital image synthesis technique D'(f) and an image rendered

in real-time D(f), we define the plenoptic residue to be equal to

f ID'(f)

where A denotes the frame area.

The plenoptic residue is, in essence, a best estimate of the actual plenoptic

measure of deviation, assuming that digital image synthesis techniques are sig-

nificantly closer to the image in the ideal than the images produced by real-time

rendering.
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Note that this definition of the plenoptic residue does not specify precisely

how one is to evaluate the integral, nor have we precisely defined what the

values of D'(f) and D(f) exactly are (except that they are sets in a metric

space). For example, if the results of these functions are red, green, and blue

components of the standard RGB color system, do we simply define deviation

by the standard norm of the vector between the two points? Or do we need

to convert the RGB color model to the CIE, YIQ, or HSV color models to

obtain a more appropriate norm of distance? Or perhaps D'(f) and D(f)

should be decomposed into their Fourier distributions and subtracted from one

another, leaving a set of frequencies to be integrated over the frame area. We

suggest that the simplest technique subtracting RGBs pixel by pixel is

often a reasonable estimate of the residue. Another reasonable approach would

be to use computer vision techniques[31, 48, 54], programmer assistance, or

object tagging in extra bits per pixel (in the RGBA alpha byte, for example)

to correlate objects in the real-time and synthesized images, and then measure

error by the vectors of spatial deviations between objects (illustrated in Figure

2.3), potentially modulating the norms after the fact by the deviations in color.

This second approach matches the subjective perception of error much better

than the simple RGB subtractive measure,2 although it is also more complicated.

Many researchers also measure the plenoptic residue using the pixel-error. This

error measure considers only the projection of the simplified object and the

2 Consider, for example, objects which are slightly shifted in space. Even if they are
physically identical, there will substantial error in the subtractive measure, but very little
in object correlative measures. Since it is unlikely that a human subject will notice a
single pixel deviation, or even a few pixels of deviation, the object correlative measures are
superior to subtractive measures.
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FIGURE 2.3: Two closed interpolated splines (ideal on top left, approximate
on top right); bottom image shows merged picture with samples of correlation
error shown as arrows.

object at full quality and measures the difference in pixels hit between the two

projected images[3, 19].

Of course, while the plenoptic measure of deviation and plenoptic residue

both provide theoretically satisfying measures of error, they do not necessarily

correspond to human subjective interpretation of error. Thus, we define a third

plenoptic measure, the subjective plenoptic measure:
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Definition 6. Subjective Plenoptic Measure: the average esti-
mate of image degradation as established by subjective judgments

of a sample of humans, where the synthetic image is normalized to

quality 1 on a [0, 1] scale.

In a sense, the subjective plenoptic measure is the best plenoptic measure,

since the perception of quality by human viewers is ultimately the only true

metric, although the subjective plenoptic measure is the most difficult and

time-consuming estimate to acquire. For most purposes, the cheaper plenoptic

residue is the better choice. The plenoptic measure of deviation, while theoret-

ically appealing, is impossible to acquire directly.

As a final note, we wish to mention that the aesthetic appeal of minimizing

error with respect to the plenoptic function is so great that a number of ren-

dering techniques have been designed specifically to approximate the plenoptic

function. In particular, plenoptic modeling [56, 67] fills space with environ-

ment maps; light field rendering assumes that there are no occluders in space,

thus simplifying the plenoptic function enough to be sampled and stored in a

database[60]. The Lumigraph technique takes essentially the same approach as

light-field rendering, but differs structurally[41].

2.2 ORC Measure

The plenoptic measure captures one intuitive notion of error: global deviation

between the image as rendered and the image in the ideal. However, the plenop-

tic measure ignores the fact that the frame as rendered is not perceived in its

entirety in a real-time system. In fact, the frame is only visible for a fraction of

a second, anywhere from a fifth to a sixtieth of a second or less. Further, the
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human visual system does not process the full field of view equally. In partic-

ular, at the center of the visual axis is the fovea, a small region of the retina

which contains the densest region of cones in the eye and subtends only 1 to

2 degrees of the angle visible through the pupil opening, or about 5% of the

total field of view[78]. In that small portion of the field of view that is pro-

jected onto the fovea, the visual acuity of the human eye is maximized. Outside

that region, there are fewer cones and more rods per unit solid angle on the

retina, fundamentally changing the nature of our perception[40, 78]. In fact,

some researchers have suggested that the transition between foveal vision and

peripheral vision represent two entirely different visual systems[58, 78]. In a
single synthetic image that can be viewed for an arbitrary duration of time, all

portions of the image are likely to be under the fovea at some point in time.

However, in a real-time engine, only a portion of any frame will ever be imaged

on the fovea. Measuring frames in real-time engines as we might measure images

produced by digital image synthesis techniques provides a biased measure of the

frame sequence quality. Clearly, we need some way of assessing the importance

of screen space for a particular image at a particular point in time. The ORC

measure, which is based on the orientable relevance capture function, addresses

this need.

First, we will need to define the orientable relevance capture function:

Definition 7. Orientable Relevance Capture Function: an
orientable relevance capture function is a function 1Z s.t.

R. : f,t ft

where ± is the current viewpoint position, c is the current user

viewpoint direction, t is the current time, and K is a vector of value
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assignments v to all objects in the world such that for all objects o

in the world >v(o) = 1.

The ORG function essentially distributes percentages of relevance to objects

in the world, where the percentage of relevance assigned to an object corresponds

to the importance of that object in the image as finally rendered. Thus, an

object that subtends most of the field of view and is full of high frequency data

would subsume the bulk of the relevance iii the image, perhaps being assigned a

value 0.8 or 0.9, whereas a distant bird that mostly blends in with the coloring of

the sky might be assigned a value 0.01, or 0.001, or perhaps zero if it is too small

to be rendered at all, or if it flies behind a cloud and is thereby occluded. The

fundamental idea behind the ORC function is that AC defines a utility function

over screen space once the world has been projected onto the image plane and

mapped to the viewport.

Just as projections of the plenoptic function can be viewed as ideal images,

we can view particular AC as ideal utility functions. If our engine had access

to such a function, and if a fast solution to the knapsack problem was possible

and available, the engine could allocate its limited graphics resources optimally

to produce the best renderable image given a. particular viewer. Obviously, we

cannot do this; however, just as engines attempt to create the best approxima-

tion of the projection of the plenoptic function possible, the resource allocator

in an adaptive display algorithm attempts to approximate the ORG function as

closely as possible, and then attempts to find a fast but reasonable approxima-

tion to the optimal distribution of resources[38].

Given this, we can evaluate the performance of different resource allocators

according to the ORG measure of deviation.



Definition 8. ORG Measure of Deviation: the ORG measure
of deviation quantifies the degree of difference in resource alloca-

tion time as performed on a single frame f in the ideal and for the

particular frame:

:i: Ik'idea1(0) w(o)II

VobjectsoE world

where w is the work function defined by the time spent rendering

object o.

Note that the ORG measure assumes that the same rendering techniques

are available to both the ideal allocation system and the real allocation system.

While the ideal allocation system might be able to use a better algorithm due to

being given more time to render a particular object, the same algorithm must

be available to the real algorithm if it had the same amount of work time w

available. Also note that the ORG measure ignores the amount of computation

required to perform resource allocation.

As with the plenoptic measure of deviation, we probably cannot define an

ideal work function. In particular, while we can perform an arbitrary allocation

algorithm off-line for the ideal technique, it is difficult to imagine specifying a

functional form of the ORG function, which is needed to specify the ideal work

distribution.

We suggest, however, that subjective studies with human subjects can gener-

ate approximations of the ORG for particular frame sequences; these subjective

assessments can then be used to generate an approximation of the ideal work

function, just as we used an approximation of the ideal plenoptic function with

the plenoptic residue. We might acquire this utility function by showing sub-

jects the same frame multiple times, asking the subjects to fixate on a common



point in each frame. Each of these frames would be visible to the viewer only for

a short time. Some of the time, these frames would have artifacts in different

space regions we suggest that the frame be shown for three or four screen

refreshes, where one or two of the frames has fine black lines criss-crossing some

region of space. After a set of frames are viewed, we ask the viewer to evaluate

the relative quality of the frames. In this way, we can determine those regions

of space that are not important to the final rendered frame as seen by a viewer

fixating on a particular point.

We could then exploit this approximation to construct off-line "optimal"

frame sequences; users would then rate the relative quality of the optimal se-

quence and the sequence produced by the real adaptive display algorithm. The

average difference in their ratings (after the data has been normalized for subject

idiosyncrasies) represents the subjective ORG measure.

Definition 9. Subjective ORC Measure: The difference in the
quality of the distribution of resources for a frame sequence rendered

with an ideal work function and a frame sequence rendered with the

work function used in the the real adaptive display algorithm under

test, as estimated by a subjective study with human subjects.

As with the subjective plenoptic measure, the subjective ORC measure is

the best metric with which to gauge the quality of different adaptive display

algorithms. Quality should always be measured with respect to real viewers

whenever possible. Unfortunately, acquiring the measure in this way is quite

expensive.
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2.3 The Visual Flow Matching Measure

While the orientable relevance capture function and its corresponding metric,
the ORC measure, do incorporate image quality with respect to an actual human

viewer, they address utility only with respect to a single frame in the frame
sequence. We need a further measure that specifically measures the frame-to-
frame quality of our frame sequence. In particular, we need a measure that tells

us how often our system mispredicts the new center of focus for the user's eye
given a current prediction of the user's center of focus.

First, we might imagine that there is a vector field imposed over screen
space. The direction of vectors in this field represent the direction a particular
user's eye would move if the user's eye was currently focused on that position. If
the magnitude of the vector was large, greater than one perhaps, the magnitude
of the vector is processed through an amplification function, generating a value
that represents the angular distance a rapid eye movement (or saccade) would

traverse. Magnitudes greater than one represent target acquisition by the eye
at that point. Small magnitudes (less than one), would be damped to smaller
values, and represent either random motions (to prevent retinal saturation)3

or tracking of target motions. Any standard gain function could be used for
amplification and damping (the sigmoid function often used in artificial neural
networks, for example). Obviously, this vector field changes not only on a frame

Eye movements perform many tasks in the visual system. A particularly interesting
example is random eye movements. Even when fixated on an object, the eye never remains
still, constantly executing tiny movements; these movements, in fact, are quite important
to the human visual system. If an image is made to track these small eye movements asmight occur with a contact lens experiments have shown that the image will eventuallyfade to grey and be virtually invisible. This feature allows blood vessels in the eye tobecome effectively invisible, and flaws in contact lenses to be less noticeable, plus it leads
to many interesting optical effects[78]. Certainly, designers of head-mounted displays needto be aware of this factor in designing their systems.
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to frame basis, but also as a function of time. We now formalize this vector

field as the visual flow function:

Definition 10. Visual Flow Function: the visual flow function
is a function

V : ,t,f '-* iT()

where V is the visual flow function, is the screen space coordinate

of the user's current center of vision, t is time, f is the current frame,

and '(.i) is the vector field as a function of screen space coordinates.

Clearly, the visual flow function V is specific to a particular user (although

we might expect different users to exhibit similar patterns of vision).

We note that the visual flow function has its obvious correspondence to the

optical flow function in both machine and human vision [31, 48, 54, 78]. The

optical flow function measures the degree of change of objects between frames

due to the motion of the objects in world coordinates and the motion of the

user. The visual flow function, on the other hand, measures the shift due to

the head or eye movements of the viewer, rather than actual movement in the

underlying objects orient the viewpoint. Human vision often tracks significant

objects automatically, sometimes making the local visual flow function equal to

the optical flow function; similarly, sudden shifts in the optical flow function de-

tected in the ambient or peripheral human visual system can result in saccades,

where the magnitude of the visual flow function at the center of focus spikes,

driving the eye to the disturbance. Of course, it is also certainly the case that

the visual flow function lags behind the optical flow function studies have

shown by as much as a fifth of a second[78], which can correspond to 6 frames

at 30 frames per second.
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An ideal graphics allocation algorithm would require knowledge not only

of the utility function (the ORC function), but also knowledge of the future

visual eye movements whether those eye movements are driven by the frame

sequence or independent of the frame sequence is irrelevant in this context.

The ability to predict future eye movements allows us to modulate the ORC

function, which is defined entirely in terms of a single frame and a fixated eye

focus. Those regions which are likely to be the targets of sudden saccades should

be rendered at higher quality, for once a saccade occurs, the eye will shift to the

new position almost immediately; of course, the event that caused the saccade

might have occurred several frames before. Similarly, if tracking an object, we

should ensure that the portion of frame in the vicinity of the future path is

rendered at higher quality: as the user's center of focus shifts into these future

zones, artifacts that were once unnoticeable can now exceed the lower threshold

of resolution, suddenly breaking the user's sense of presence.

Obviously, no adaptive display algorithm can reasonably expect to predict

the true movements of the user's eye. Thus, we need some measure of the error

for a particular technique. We call this error the visual flow matching measure

of deviation:

Definition 11. Visual Flow Matching Measure of Deviation:
the visual flow matching measure of deviation is equal to

E[(f d(deal()

where A is the area of of the screenspace, vdea1 () is the ideal vector

field, ii() is the predicted vector field, d is a weighting function of

the distance r from the center of focus, and E is the expectation

function over possible centers of focus.
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We have chosen to represent the error as the expected value of the error

given a probability distribution over centers of focus, where each error value

is produced by a norm of the vector difference over the area under a centrally

weighted filter (a Gaussian, for example, or a triangle linear filter, or a box filter

with moderate support). Thus, errors in the vicinity of the center of focus are

more significant than errors in the vector field far from the point of focus.

As with the ORC measure of deviation, the visual flow matching measure

of deviation is difficult to acquire, at least given our limited understanding of

the human visual system. Thus, we suggest that the quality of the visual flow

prediction system in an engine can be best quantified by human studies: in

this case, however, the studies are less demanding than for the subjective ORC

measure.

Definition 12. Visual Flow Matching Empirical Deviation:
the visual flow matching residue measures the deviations of the ac-

tual eye movements of human viewers relative to the predictions of

the visual flow prediction system. Deviation is measured by the

sampled distance norms between prediction and actual location.

Of course, the true visual flow function is unique for a particular individ-

ual, whereas the visual flow matching empirical deviation measures error with

respect to an average of the visual flow function over the sampled population.

2.4 Auxiliary Quality Factors for Integrated Frame Sequences

So far, quality has only been explicitly measured with respect to frame Se-

quences. In particular, the plenoptic measure defined the quality of a single
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frame independently of the human viewer; the ORG measure defined the quality

of a single frame given a known center of focus and bounded time span outside of

which the frame could not be viewed; the visual flow matching measure defined

the quality of a frame sequence by the degree to which the predicted centers

of focus followed actual eye movements of the human eye. For the purposes of

our exposition in this thesis, these are three critical factors: in particular, the

plenoptic measure of deviation is minimized by standard rendering techniques,

the ORG measure is minimized by graphics resource allocation algorithms such

as the attentional flow network, and the visual flow matching measure is mini-

mized by user prediction systems, such as the plan recognition systems discussed

in Ghapter 6, or the semantic scene cell decomposition function also discussed

in the same chapter.

Nonetheless, one must also acknowledge that other factors are critical to

the quality of the frame sequence as perceived by human subjects or the

integrated frame sequence, as we have previously defined it. In particular, the

size of the St between frames is critical to the subjective quality of the integrated

frame sequence. Small St give the impression that motion is smooth; consistent

St help maintain the sense of presence in the virtual world. Similarly, the latency

of the world with respect to user responses is critical. This is particularly

important in highly immersive simulations where high latencies can result in

conflicts between the visual system and the vestibulo-ocular reflex, creating

severe visual disturbances for the user[17, 20, 21, 78].

Fortunately, frame rate, deviation in the frame rate, latency, and deviation

in the latency are all quite easy to measure empirically. The exact weight of

these factors in the evaluation of integrated frame sequence quality, however, is

not so clearly understood.
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2.5 Discussion

The purpose of this chapter was to explore and define metrics of quality for

real-time engines. Critical to our notion of quality for real time engines is
the integrated frame sequence: unlike digital image synthesis, it is not the

individual image that is significant, but rather the continuous experience of a

sequence of images over time. As a result, we defined three metrics of quality for

frame sequences, each metric corresponding to a particular set of techniques in

computer graphics: the plenoptic measure corresponding to classic methods, the

ORC measure corresponding to graphics allocation methods, and the visual flow

matching measure corresponding to user prediction systems. We then discussed

how frame rate, latency, and variation in both lead to the eventual quality of

an integrated frame sequence, given quality defined over the frame sequence.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODS OF ADAPTIVE DISPLAY ALGORITHMS

So far, we have discussed metrics that describe image quality, but we have

not described how engines can adjust the quality of the images they produce.

Obviously, the full field of real-time rendering cannot be covered in any one

thesis, or even one book, much less in a single chapter. Thus, we focus first on a

general description of the rendering pipeline. We then present a brief overview

of image degradation techniques such as detail elision and imposters[25, 29, 30,

32, 46, 47, 56, 60, 62, 67, 71, 77]; these techniques are central to adaptive display

algorithms, for they give engines the ability to adjust the time required to render

an object at run time. At the end of the chapter, we present a generic model

of an adaptive display algorithm, incorporating the different components that

such an algorithm must possess. More detailed overviews of real-time rendering

techniques can be found in the literature[32, 70].

3.1 Rendering Geometric Primitives Using the Classic Graphics Pipeline

We will first provide a brief overview of the graphics pipeline at a conceptual

level: the specifics of graphics pipelines vary from architecture to architecture.

We will then discuss how adaptive display algorithms can exploit the graphics

pipeline to optimize rendering. Finally, we consider how alternative rendering

methods transform the way we approach adaptive display algorithms.
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3.1.1 A General Overview of the Graphics Pipeline

The processing involved in most computer graphics applications can be divided

into several gross categories. In this thesis, we divide processing into five stages:

application-level processing, world-level processing, selection-level processing,

transformation-level processing, and rasterization-level processing. Figure 3.1
provides a graphical representation of this division into five pipelined stages.

FIGURE 3.1: A five stage model of standard graphics pipeline.

Definition 13. Application-level Processes: Application-level

processes are all application processes that have no direct correlate
in the world representation.

Definition 14. World-level Processes: World-level processes di-

rectly interact with and control objects in the world representation,
but have no link to rendering processes at any level.

Definition 15. Selection-level Processes: Selection-level pro-

cesses directly operate on objects in the world level in order to reduce

the processing required in later rendering stages.



Definition 16. Transformation-level Processes: Transformation-

level processes transform geometric primitive representations in world

coordinates into their screen space representations.

Definition 17. Rasterization-level Processes: Rasterization-
level processes perform the final scan-line conversion of objects in

screen space coordinates, producing the final displayed image.

To more clearly elucidate the types of processes that go on in these different

stages, we choose to discuss the stages in the opposite order in which they occur

in the graphics pipeline.

3.1.1.1 Rasterization-level Processes

Rasterization-level processes take as input various primitives already trans-

formed into screen space. Thus, vertices have already had the modeling and

viewing transformations applied, been projected into image space, and then

mapped into the display screen viewport. Bitmaps, on the other hand, are pre-

sented to the rasterization stage unaltered, with viewport coordinates already

supplied.

The rasterization stage needs to transform these primitives into pixel as-

signments that will be output to the display device. Several types of processing

occur at this point; the common thread to all these processes, however, is that

they are best performed as scan conversion is being performed. Thus, per-pixel

shading operations such as Phong shading and Gouraud interpolation occur in

this stage; fragments (pixel-size sections of objects crossing the scan line) might

have their z values compared if visibility testing is done using the z-buffer; alpha
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blending of accumulated fragments might allow for translucent effects or motion

blur.

Rasterization-level processes are algorithmically extremely simple, highly

repetitive, and extremely parallelizable. As such, they have long been incorpo-

rated in graphics hardware subsystems for high-end systems; recent years have

also seen pervasive rasterization hardware in commonly available graphics ac-

celerators for desktop computers. In fact, most modern computer games require

graphics accelerators.

3.1.1.2 Transformation-level Processes

The exact definition of transformation-level processes depends on the author.

Strictly speaking, this set of processes is concerned with mapping geometric

primitives such as triangles, quadrilaterals, and vertex lists into screen space.

Thus, transformation-level processes are primarily concerned with the modeling,

viewing, and projection transforms. Transformation-level processes also can

perform simple frustum culling against the canonical view volume and per-

vertex lighting operations that can be more efficiently performed before the

vertices are mapped to screen space (assignments of colors to vertices in Gouraud

shading, for example).

Like rasterization-level processes, transformation-level processes are typi-

cally quite repetitive and somewhat parallelizable. They are, however, a little

bit more complex; because of this, rasterization systems typically became com-

mon before transformation systems became encoded in hardware. Most mod-

ern graphics accelerators, however, perform the modeling, view, and projection

transformations in specialized hardware. As a result, transformation processes
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interfaces to graphics APIs (where these interfaces typically map to conformant

hardware) [93].

3.1.1.3 Selection-level Processes

Selection-level processes operate at the level of the world representation, where

they simplify the world representation presented to the transformation-level pro-

cesses in order to accelerate the graphics application. Thus, we would classify

early culling methods such as occlusion tests, hierarchical frustum culling, hier-

archical z-buffer algorithms, and similar techniques as selection-level processes [32,

37, 70]. These algorithms act to exclude geometry at the object level from ren-

dering, rather than at the primitive level. Such processes are sometimes called

object-precision selection techniques. After object-level selection has occurred,

we might also employ detail-selection techniques such as detail elision and im-

postering. Detail elision techniques remove fine detail from object represen-

tations to accelerate rendering: mesh decimation is the most common detail

elision technique in practice. However, splines and hierarchical representations

can also be subjected to detail elision[30, 32, 71]. Impostering techniques, on

the other hand, replace geometric complexity with images that approximate the

geometry they represent for a small pencil of viewpoints.

Unlike transformation-level processes and rasterization-level processes,

selection-level processes are often not amenable to acceleration in hardware.

In particular, many techniques are effective only for particular subsets of all

possible renderable worlds: portal culling, for example, works best in archi-

tectural models or other worlds where the visible geometry from any point of
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view is highly constrained[34, 36, 37]. Furthermore, the algorithms used in

selection-level processes tend to be more complex than the simpler operations

performed in later stage processes. It is simple, for example, to define hard-

ware that executes 4 x 4 matrices on vertices in homogeneous coordinates; it is

less simple to define hardware that performs early culling on arbitrary DAG or

tree hierarchical representations of worlds. Even numerical techniques such as

those used in mesh decimation often are too complex to efficiently implement

in hardware. Impostering, on the other hand, could potentially be implemented

in hardware; currently, however, no existing graphics subsystem actually per-

forms impostering in hardware, although image-compositing subsystems have

been proposed[59, 87].

We wish to point out that selection-level processes hold a special place in the

sequence of processes discussed here. Selection-level processes, along with the

rasterization- and transformation-level processes, are the highest level processes

that properly belong in the rendering engine; in fact, specifications of these three

sets of processes completely define a particular graphics engine (see Figure 1.1).

81.1. World-level Processes

In a nutshell, world-level processes define the physics of a particular virtual

world. They define how different objects interact. For instance, can objects

interpenetrate? How do objects change their shape and position in response to

semantic events? Common examples of world-level processes include spatial col-

lision detection algorithms, animation scripting, and realistic physics for elastic

collisions and falling. In essence, world-level processes define how we transform

the world database from one particular state to a subsequent state.
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World-level processes are entirely application-specific. While code imple-

menting mechanisms for world-level processes might be defined in common li-

braries, the particular policies chosen are specific to the application. As such,

world-level processes are never implemented in hardware, although common

operations used in algorithms might be available as machine instructions.

n theory, world-level processes should have no knowledge of the rendering

engine. However, it can be useful for world-level processes to be aware of the
fact that the world being generated will eventually be rendered multiple times

from specific viewpoints. Transformation- and rasterization-level processes are

largely irrelevant to world-level processes; however, selection-level processes, in

particular early culling processes, can be used to limit world-level processing to

regions that can affect visible portions of the world. Thus, world-level processes

are sometimes integrated with selection-level processes.

Similarly, while world-level processes are independent of higher-level pro-
cesses the artificial intelligence engine, for example it can be advantageous

for world-level processes to be integrated with higher-level processing. For ex-

ample, if world-level processes can depend on the pathing algorithm to prevent
collisions between mobile objects and static scenery, then world-level processes

can turn off collision detection for static/mobile combinations.

3.1.1.5 Application-level Processes

Finally, we discuss the most generic of the processes in the graphics pipeline:

application-level processes. Application-level processes cover two domains: the

semantics of objects in the world-level representations, as well as all software

that is not related to graphics. Thus, an artificial intelligence engine implement-
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ing decision making for a mobile object belongs in the application level. The

Al engine decides the particular actions that the object takes, which are then

passed to the world-level scripting engine, where these actions are implemented

as sequences of transformations to the world database (animations, in other

words). In essence, the application level defines the meaning of objects at the

world level. And, of course, application-level processes control all aspects of the

application that have no relation to graphics or the virtual world: managing a

computer network, saving information, and exiting the application, for instance.

3.1.1.6 Putting It All Together

Previously, in Figure 3.1, we presented a graphical depiction of the preceding

sets of processes aligned into a pipeline. Note that this description makes sense

given the previous descriptions: each stage's view of the application is limited

to its own processing, the effect of previous stages is limited to the interface

presented to the most immediate previous stage, while later stages have no ca-

pacity to affect processing in a local stage (barring stalls, where a stage must

queue data until the next stage can process it). Application-level processing by

definition doesn't care about the specifics of the world representation: it views

the world as a much higher level abstraction if it has any notion of the world at

all for instance, an AT algorithm might view the world as a set of nodes and

paths to decide the best strategy for a mobile object. Application-level processes

output semantic commands to the world-level processes; for instance, a com-

mon message might be multicasting "animation sequence: recognize player and

wave" to all mobile objects in a room a player enters for the first time. It is for

the world-level processes to translate this high-level command into a sequence
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Similarly, stages following the world stage of the pipeline have little or no notion

that the world representation is dynamic, and those processes that do (impos-

tering, for instance) maintain only just enough information to decide when an

imposter should be regenerated from world geometry. For the selection-level

processes, which transform the world into the language of geometric primitives

used by later stages, the world representation is a simple static database.

This independent division of labor provides the motivation for the subdi-

vision of processing presented above. First, dividing processing in this way is

conceptually simpler; simplicity and independence make componentization and

reusability more tractable. Second, and most important, organizing these stages

allows us to execute processes in parallel. While this might not be significant

for those stages implemented in software, such a pipeline is critical for accel-

erating graphics with hardware: graphics subsystems can completely take on

the workload of entire stages of this pipeline, typically the transformation and

rasterization stages. This leaves only higher-level processing for the CPU. Fur-

ther, introducing a pipeline changes the way we approach graphics processing.

In a pipeline, extra work can be performed in those stages that are not the

bottleneck without impacting the performance of the engine. Techniques that

we might have earlier avoided now become viable.

3.1.2 Exploiting the Graphics Pipeline with Adaptive Display Al-
gorithms

As graphics hardware subsumes a greater percentage of the total workload in

graphics processing, especially in the rasterization and transformation stages,

graphics pipelines are often limited more by the fill and transformation rate than
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by the speed of the CPU. There is little we can do to speed up the processes

occurring in the rasterization and transformation stages short of fundamentally

faster matrix operations and scan-line algorithms. However, as these later-stage

processes take on greater workloads, the CPU can expend more time on higher-

level selection processes such as adaptive display algorithms and tighter early

culling.

Further, when the rasterization and transformation stages are implemented

in hardware, their throughput is more predictable than software rasterization

and transformation on a multiprogrammed CPU. This makes resource allocation

a more predictable, and thus more viable, option. Nonetheless, while graphics

processing is more predictable than software rasterization, it is still subject to

variance as a function of both the scene complexity and the state of memory.

Thus, for the moment, it seems that specifying the time per triangle, for in-

stance, is not viable. However, performing dry run renderings of objects has

proven to be a viable and predictable technique for acquiring resource costs for

objects[34, 36].

Given then a total cost per object and an estimate of the total through-

put rate for the hardware, a graphics resource allocation algorithm located just

before the start of the transformation stage can adjust the complexity of the

world passed to it in order to meet frame rate goals. In earlier substages of the

selection stage, culling removes as much geometry as possible, given knowledge

of what the user can and cannot see: this last stage before the start of the trans-

formation stage takes what must be rendered and simplifies it to fit within the

time bounds. This final allocator is governed by an adaptive display algorithm.

Of course, for this resource allocation algorithm to make sense, the ability

to adjust the complexity of objects must be present. This can be a non-trivial
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based rendering algorithm with a pre-determined database of images (Quick-

Time VR, for instance[14]). We require that there exists or that we can generate

on-line a range of complexities in objects, such that the time to render objects

at different complexities varies. This is the purpose of image degradation tech-

niques.

3.2 Methods of Image Degradation for Adaptive Display Algorithms

In computer graphics, object surrogates are the rule: real objects can be ar-

bitrarily complex, or even when not complex, there might be no efficient algo-

rithms for rendering objects of a particular type (or for performing auxiliary

operations such as intersection). Since we are not using the real object, a cer-

tain degree of error is already present. The more work we perform, generally

the closer the rendering is to the real object. This automatically gives us a

notion of image degradation. For meshes, one can remove vertices and retrian-

gulate holes, attempting to maintain as much of the fine detail of the mesh as

possible. Or if a mesh has been converted into wavelet form, one can simply

delete the finest level of detail. Or one might choose to replace a complex mesh

by a simpler mesh specifically tailored for a particular viewpoint and textured

to suggest higher degrees of complexity than are actually present. Or suppose

one used a tensor product surface to model an object: when triangulating the

surface for final rendering, one could adaptively choose the error bound in the

approximated surface, reducing the density of the mesh.

In this section, we focus primarily on two types of image degradation: mesh

decimation and image-based rendering. We focus on these two methods because
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they are currently ubiquitous in commercial and research graphics engines. It

should be clear, however, that the ideas discussed in this section can be extended

to other object surrogates as well.

Before discussing mesh decimation and image-based rendering in more de-

tail, however, we need to consider the qualities that a good image degradation

technique should possess. Image degradation should create alternative repre-

sentations that combine well with adaptive display algorithms to best satisfy

the three dimensions of image quality that we discussed in Chapter 2. For this

to occur, three qualities must be true of the technique:

1. The approximation converges swiftly to the limit representation.

2. Small ö changes to time result in proportionally small changes c to quality.

3. Quality increases monotonically as more time is allocated for rendering.

Given then this definition of quality, an "ideal" image degradation curve

should look like the curve in Figure 3.2. Such a graph suggests that the object

construction technique is highly convergent. Further, this graph is smooth, so

that a small in allocated resources results in a small change in quality. Third,

the graph is monotonically increasing as time is allocated to the object to be

rendered.

Of course, in practice, image degradation techniques fall short of these ideal

properties. In Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4, and Figure 3.5, we present three graphs

that are more typical of what one might expect from image degradation tech-

niques.

Most reasonable approximation schemes converge fairly quickly to the final

representation, at least according to metrics such as the plenoptic residue. No
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FIGURE 3.2: An "ideal" image degradation curve.

technique that we know of, however, is continuous, although some techniques

possess so many discrete levels that they appear continuous[46, 47]. Few tech-

niques that we know of can be proven to increase monotonically in quality as

resource allocation is increased, although the general behavior of most tech-

niques is nondecreasing.

Both mesh decimation and image-based rendering are fairly well-behaved

according to the previous metrics. Neither, however, is ideal.

3.2.1 Mesh Decimation

The most common object representation used in real-time systems and virtu-

ally the only one widely supported in graphics hardware is the mesh. Even in

systems that employ tensor product surfaces or volumetric representations, it is

common for these richer representations to be meshed before the transformation

and rasterization stages.
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FIGURE 3.3: A slowly converging image degradation curve.
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FIGURE 3.4: A stair-step image degradation curve.

Formally, we define a mesh to be the pair (K, V), where K is a simplicial
complex (a type of set specifying the connectivity of vertices, edges, and faces)
and V is a set of vertex positions[46, 47]. K determines the topology, while V
determines the form of the mesh. It is common for meshes to be built out of
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FIGURE 3.5: An image degradation curve that is not nondecreasing.

triangles, primarily because a triangle is always planar and convex, no matter

how many affine or projective transformations occur, whereas even a convex and

planar quadrilateral or other k-gon can easily be made non-planar or concave

due to round-off errors. Since concavities and non-planar surfaces can make ras-

terization more complex, many mesh-based systems require triangles; however,

systems employing higher-level representations exist.

In general, meshes serve as proxies for ideal objects. Naturally, only faceted

(non-fractal) surfaces can be represented exactly by meshes minus a few

numerical inaccuracies, of course. In general, meshes are only approximations

to the object represented. Nonetheless, it can be shown that any sufficiently

smooth curve or surface can be approximated to arbitrary precision by a suf-

ficiently large number of local planar approximations (as shown by the Weier-

strass Approximation Theorem) [57, 30]. Of course, the Weierstrass Approxima-

tion Theorem applies only in the limit as the number of planar approximations

goes to infinity; it does not bound the error for a finite number of planar ap-
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proximations. Sufficiently discontinuous surfaces, on the other hand, in partic-

ular fractal surfaces, can never be approximated within any finite error bound

using a measure that corresponds to the topological dimension of the fractal

surface[28, 65].

The particular number of planar approximations required by a mesh to ap-

proximate the surface to a particular error c in screen space depends on the

total screen area taken up by the object once rendered. If the object projects

to a single pixel on the screen, a single polygon would be sufficient to represent

an object of arbitrary complexity; on the other hand, if the same object takes

up the entirety of screen space, we might, worst case, require a single polygon

for each pixel to maintain the error e. Further, if we want to view the mesh

from different points of view, we might require more triangles than the total
number of pixels in the screen. Even worse, if we want to zoom in arbitrarily

close to the surface of the mesh, arbitrary numbers of polygons will be required

to approximate the mesh within error bound e. Of course, even if we raise the

error bound e to a value larger than a single pixel, this is still a problem.

This variability in the number of polygons required for a mesh with error

bound 'y ('y > e) led to the development of mesh decimation techniques for

level-of-detail rendering. [18, 29, 32, 46, 47, 62, 70, 77].

Mesh decimation techniques reduce the complexity of meshes by removing

vertices, faces, or edges (of course, since the Eulerian equality must be main-

tained, removing any one of these three primitives also removes members of

the other two types). As we shall discuss further shortly, mesh decimation tech-

niques attempt to maintain a maximal amount of information in the mesh while

minimizing the complexity of the basis space.
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Level-of-detail (LOD) rendering, on the other hand, is a methodology for

changing the complexity of objects as the world-space error 5 changes as a

function of the screen space error 'y. In the context of meshing, LOD techniques

assume that an object is viewed no closer than some particular distance d (or

if it is viewed at a distance less than d, that the world-space error 5 need not

track screen space error 'y). When viewed from further away than this minimum

distance d, decimated meshes with screen error < 'y are used to represent the

object to save rendering time. Typically, a mesh is decimated in advance to

create a discrete array of meshes, although geomorphs can decimate meshes in

real time[46, 47].

Of course, level-of-detail techniques cannot in and of themselves bound the

time to render any one particular scene. If all objects in the scene were low-

pass filtered and converted to a screen-size textured flat mesh, rendering time

could be bounded, but such techniques generate their own problems (see Section

3.2.2)[3, 4, 13, 25, 59, 70, 79, 80].

On the other hand, while mesh decimation based on level-of-detail metrics

cannot bound frame times, mesh decimation does provide a reasonable image

degradation technique. In particular, given low-pass filtered surfaces, meshes

converge fairly quickly to the surface; given a sufficiently complex mesh, removal

of a single vertex results in small changes to the total error; and while quality

is not guaranteed to increase monotonically as triangles are added to meshes,

once sufficient low frequency data is present in the mesh, monotone behavior is

often observed. It is for this reason that mesh decimation has been popular in

graphics resource allocation[34, 36].
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3.2.1.1 Methods of Smoothly Incorporating Mesh Decimation

Before we discuss specific mesh decimation techniques, we need to consider

different types of level-of-detail techniques that one might choose to use. We will

discuss three types: discrete LODs, alpha-blended LODs, and geomorph LODs

(these three types are based on Haines and Möller's classifications[70]). Each of

these techniques has advantages and disadvantages with regard to complexity,

continuity, and characteristic artifacts. In particular, we must be careful to

avoid popping when employing an LOD technique[70]. Popping occurs when a

mesh is replaced by an alternative mesh with a different complexity.

3.2.1.2 Discrete LODs

Discrete LODs are the simplest approach to level-of-detail rendering. The pro-

grammer simply specifies a sequence of model complexities while designing the

world. The technique then chooses which model to use at run time. Discrete

LODs are prevalent in practice: in fact, the VRML standard specifies an LOD

node[5, 12].

Discrete LOD mesh decimation has the benefit of being extremely fast. In

some architectures, all we need do is change a pointer in memory to the mesh

representation desired. Even in distributed memory graphics systems, such as

those seen in the now ubiquitous low-end desktop PC graphics accelerators, we

often need only change a pointer, although in the worst case a memory conflict

might require that we transfer a version of the mesh over the bus.

The disadvantages of discrete LOD meshes are obvious: excessive space

usage and popping. Just as mipmapping stores filtered-down copies of textures,

mesh decimation stores multiple filtered-down copies of meshes, resulting in
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significant extra storage requirements for a single mesh. In many real-time

graphics applications, memory is already at a premium. Further, transitioning

between discrete LOD meshes can result in large differences in form between

two levels of detail. Most discrete LOD techniques attempt to minimize the

deleterious effect of popping by actually rendering the mesh at two levels of

detail when near a transition between LODs, alpha-blending these two meshes.

This technique works well as long as objects do not hover in the vicinity of the

transition, in which case we are rendering two decimated meshes to represent a

single mesh (of course, this still might be cheaper than rendering the full mesh).

8.2.1.3 Alpha-blended LODs

Alpha-blended LOD decimation is a degenerate case of discrete LOD mesh

decimation, and so we will only discuss it briefly here. The idea behind alpha-

blended LOD decimation is that we decrease the alpha value for a particular

object as it recedes into the distance from the viewer. Thus, when close, the

object will be fully opaque; however, as the object moves away, it will become

more translucent until it reaches a distance after which it is no longer rendered

at all.

Trivially, alpha-blended LODs can be viewed as a two-level discrete LOD

mesh: the two levels being the full mesh and the null mesh. The transition
begins at some distance d from the viewer and continues out to some distance

d', past which c is zero and the object is not rendered at all.
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3.2.1.4 Geomorph LODs

Unlike the preceding techniques, geomorph LOD mesh decimation techniques

attempt to generate smooth transitions between meshes. Primitives are selected

for removal at run time and then gradually removed to prevent popping. For

instance, an edge-removal geomorph algorithm might cause the two end vertices

of the edge to gradually converge towards each other until they were coincident,

at which point the edge could be removed.

In terms of our three requirements for a high-grade decimation technique,

geomorphs are the best of the methods we have discussed in this paper. In par-

ticular, due to the fine grades of changes in between meshes, quality typically

changes quite slowly. Further, geomorphs transform meshes smoothly, eradicat-

ing popping for the most part. However, geomorphs have several down points

that have kept their use from becoming widespread. First, geomorphs require

more complex calculations at run-time than do alpha-blended or discrete LODs.

In the worst case, they might require run-time mesh decimation; in practice,

however, part of the mesh decimation process is completed before the program

is ever run. Second, to take advantage of the smooth transitions in a geomorph,

the time allocated for mesh rendering must also change smoothly. Third, one

cannot readily run each version of the decimated mesh to acquire run times: if

one wishes to use geomorphs in an adaptive display algorithm, one must rely

on a function of time versus mesh complexity, which is potentially imprecise.

3.2.1.5 Mesh Decimation Techniques

Of course, LOD techniques are worthless without mesh decimation techniques.

A large body of literature on mesh decimation exists[19, 29, 30, 32, 39, 40, 46, 47,
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62, 70, 71, 77]. We will not devote time to the specifics of existing techniques

in this thesis, but rather discuss general issues in the choice of a decimation

technique.

There are three primary issues facing the designer of a mesh decimation

algorithm:

1. What primitive type(s) should be removed?

2. What decimation criterion determines the best primitive to remove?

3. Is decimation purely a subtractive process, or can the mesh be rebuilt?

First, we must decide what type of primitive should be targeted for exci-

sion from the mesh. Most algorithms target vertices[46, 62, 77] or edges[47].

While faces could be targeted for decimation, we know of no algorithms that

explicitly target faces, although, in a way, the multi-resolution mesh decimation

technique targets sets of faces[29]. Of course, alternatives to faces, vertices, and

edges exist. In particular, work has been done to convert meshes into wavelet

representations and then remove the finest of the detail wavelets to implement

a uniform decimation across the mesh[29, 83].

Second, we must determine what decimation criteria to use in determining

the primitive that should be removed from the mesh. In the past, most mesh

decimation techniques have relied on energy minimization in one form or an-

other. Hoppe's progressive meshes, for example, treat the original mesh as a

hull containing springs to all of the vertices in the mesh to be decimated, with

springs also between vertices along edges; the "hull" springs attempt to force

the decimated mesh to retain as much of its original form as possible, while the

edge springs attempt to collapse edges and remove them from the mesh[46, 47].
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Hoppe's algorithm continually attempts to find edges to remove that minimize

total system energy (Hoppe's minimization algorithm contains other factors as

well, accounting for the adherence of scalar values to scalar values in the origi-

nal mesh, among other things). Other techniques have not explicitly mentioned

that the goal is energy minimization, but in the end, virtually all techniques are

related to the concept.

Third, if we are deleting vertices or edges, we must decide whether the

mesh's vertices can be moved, or if the process of mesh decimation is purely a

subtractive operation. It is often the case that a local adjustment of vertices

around an excised vertex or edge would result in a solution that has lower
energy than the solution produced by simply removing the vertex or edge and

retriangulating the other vertices in their fixed positions. The process of mesh

decimation, after all, can produce rather odd looking meshes if only subtractive

processes are allowed; further, if the primitives are k-gons (k > 4), naive mesh

decimation algorithms can result in gaps in surfaces that are supposed to be

continuous. As a result, we might want to be able to remesh a given mesh: this

process amounts to shifting the locations of the vertices of the mesh to produce a

lower energy than the original mesh[19]. Of course, remeshing is a hard problem:

most techniques employ local heuristics to produce improvements.

The ideal choice of mesh decimation technique is a hard one: a plethora
of such techniques exist in the literature[19, 29, 32, 46, 47, 62, 70, 77]. One

must balance the time required by the technique at run time against the quality

of the decimations produced. Of course, with graphics hardware absorbing

the workload in the rasterization and transformation stages, more Cpu time

is available for mesh decimation. On the other hand, as application demands

grow, more time is required for other selection, world, and application processes.



3.2.2 Impostering in the Geometric Pipeline

A fundamental problem in geometric rendering is that the total number of
objects in the scene can become unbounded. While finding the potentially

visible set (PVS) can substantially cut down on the geometry that needs to
be processed, there are easily envisaged situations where the PVS becomes

inordinately large looking down a long street in a city, for example.

Imposters are an image-based rendering technique for coping with high oh-

ject complexity[3, 4, 13, 25, 59, 70, 74, 79, 80, 87]. An imposter is an image that

is used as a surrogate for geometry. An imposter might be merely a texture-

mapped quadrilateral covering a distant region of space. For example, in a long

hallway, the texture might be the projection of that hallway onto a plane using

the viewpoint's current center of projection. Texturing a polygon is usually

much faster than rendering all of the geometry extending down the hallway;

further, by using an imposter, complexity can be bounded.

Unfortunately, such a simple imposter is only valid for a fairly small number

of viewpoints. If the user moves away from the central viewpoint, the textured

polygon won't change to reflect that motion. Thus, parallax will be missing;

further, objects that were occluded from the central viewpoint might be visible

from the viewpoints to the left and right, but this simple imposter cannot adapt

to this.

As a result, many researchers have explored richer impostering schemes. One

early approach associated depth with pixels in the textured image: this allowed

parallax to be simulated, although it did not solve disocciusion artifacts. Shade,

et al. [79] suggested layered depth images, or images that store all intersections

with objects from the eye ray through the pixel. This allows us to resolve disoc-

clusion artifacts for viewpoints relatively near the central viewpoint. Chang, et
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al.[13] extended layered depth images into a hierarchical representation called

the LDI tree.

These more complex imposters suggest new ways of rendering geometry in

complex scenes. We can envisage dividing up space into sets of view cells and

computing in a pre-processing step sets of imposters. In this way, we could

cope with unbounded object complexities outside the view cell by converting all

external views into imposters. We could then use an aggressive adaptive dis-

play algorithm within the view cell to maintain interactive frame rates. Aliaga,

et aL[3J do this in the MMR: Massive Model Rendering System. This system

maps textured depth meshes to the walls of the view cell and uses mesh sim-

plification (LOD techniques) within the cell. Decoret, et al.[25] approach the

problem differently, dividing external objects into layers using a graph parti-

tioning scheme based on similar extremal angles for objects viewed within the

cell. Their method allows for richer parallax and depth effects than the MMR,

but at greater cost.

Imposter-based techniques are fairly well behaved image degradation tech-

niques. Unlike level-of-detail techniques, however, the cost of rendering an ob-

ject with an imposter technique is not equal to the time to render the object,

although it does include this factor. Typically, the more significant cost is the

cost to regenerate imposters when an imposter is no longer valid (as would be

the case for a dynamic imposter, or an imposter rendered obsolete through suffi-

cient disocciusion events). An adaptive display algorithm using imposters must

keep track of the current error for a particular imposter along with an estimate

of cost to regenerate the imposter, and allocate time to regenerate only those

imposters that are crucial to maintaining quality.



3.3 Alternatives to the Classic Graphics Pipeline

While we have focused on the classic graphics pipeline, including hybridized

models employing imposters, we do not wish to suggest that adaptive display

algorithms are not suited to alternative models, merely that current technologies

make the geometric pipelines the best choice for the moment. We might also

envisage pure image-based rendering systems[14, 41, 67, 56, 60, 66], volumetric

rendering[32, 63], radiosity and ray traced solutions[19, 39, 40, 81] and rendering

using alternate basis functions (tensor product spline surfaces, blobbies, implicit

surfaces, or wavelets)[8, 30, 71, 83].

Virtually any technique can have its quality adapted to maintain a constant

frame rate, although for some rendering schemes achieving interactive frame

rates on non-trivial worlds is not currently feasible (ray-traced, for example).

3D image warping using environment maps, for instance, such as the ones used

by McMillan, et al.[56, 67], can adapt images in response to dynamic changes

in a priority based fashion. Volumetric rendering techniques can incorporate

adaptive sampling in response to importance. Light fields can be sampled at

different resolutions. Some of these techniques are still valid even in the con-
text of the classic graphics pipeline (marching cubes, for example[63]). Others

require new models for graphics systems. In either event, we believe adaptive

display algorithms will find their niche in these fields as well.
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CHAPTER 4

ATTENTIONAL FLOW NETWORKS

In this chapter, we focus on the second component of an adaptive engine: the

graphics resource allocation system. Our purpose in this chapter is to present a

new adaptive display technique the attentional flow network. As we discuss in

more detail shortly, attentional flow networks are derived from artificial neural

networks; fundamental changes were incorporated into the technique, however,

to simplify the function space representable by a particular attentional flow

network[17, 33, 69, 76].

4.1 The Graphics Resource Allocation Problem

First, we formally define the graphics resource allocation problem. Note that

while the following definition only mentions frame sequences, the incorporation

of explicit resource allocation implies that we are actually attempting to create

close to optimal integrated frame sequences.

Definition 18. The Graphics Resource Allocation Problem:
Given frame sequence F, object set 0, quality assignments qijk to

objects o for each frame f, resources required for quality assign-

ments a3k (where ak corresponds to quality qijk), total available

resources for each frame 7Z, error metric ë and cost function C,

the graphics resource allocation problem is the problem of finding a
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vector of quality assignments = < qlik13 q2jk23 . . . qk > with as-

sociated residues1 i =< > (where r3 = >oEO ijk)

such that C(e(O, .F), is minimized.

Several comments should be made at this point. First, this version of the

graphics resource allocation problem combines both cost and benefit into a single

function C. This differs from previous work where researchers specified both a

positive benefit to quality and negative cost due purely to time (resources)

[3, 25, 34, 36, 50, 74]. We believe that it is more appropriate to consider cost

and benefit to be poles of a single measure.

Second, the graphics resource allocation problem stated above can be shown

to be at least as hard as the Continuous Multiple Choice Knapsack Problem[34,

36, 38]. The Continuous Multiple Choice Knapsack Problem is known to be
.,AJP-complete.

Third, the graphics resource allocation problem as stated discretizes the

elements of the problem, including quality and time. In general, choosing to

view the problem as a discrete one is quite appropriate, given that system

clocks have limited resolution and that most image degradation techniques are

explicitly discrete.

4.2 Past Work on the Graphics Resource Allocation Problem

Many approaches have been taken to problems similar to the graphics resource

allocation problem; after all, it resembles problems one commonly encounters

1 Note that this is not the plenoptic residue, but rather the difference between the total
resources available and the resources used.
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in job-shop scheduling, routing, time slot allocation in operating systems, time-

division multiplexing on WAN links, and multiprocessor scheduling[38, 76, 96].

It is thus not a surprise that many disparate approaches have been used to

address the graphics resource allocation problem in different contexts.

In Chapter 1, we discussed the contributions made by Funkhouser and Se-

quin and Horvitz and Lengyel to the graphics resource allocation algorithm.

While their work is most similar to the work in this thesis, other approaches

need to be discussed, even when those approaches are not directly trying to

solve the graphics resource allocation problem.

Decoret et al. created an adaptive display algorithm using the multi-mesh

imposter technique[25]. Their technique is based on a new imposter represen-

tation called the multi-mesh imposter. Their technique divides geometry up

into sets based on a graph subdivision technique built to minimize the error

introduced by assigning sets of geometry to sets of imposters. As with the

Horvitz/Lengyel technique, they choose a set of multi-mesh imposters to re-

render (possibly to a different set of imposters) according to an estimate of the

error for the imposters.

Regan and Pose developed another image-based technique based on an ad-

dress recalculation pipeline[74]. Address recalculation pipelines allow the view-

port transformation to be applied after rendering, thus removing the double

buffer swap time and rendering time from the latencies perceived by the viewer.

When the address recalculation pipeline is combined with image-compositing

techniques, the scene can be segmented into different layers, where layers are

chosen to be rerendered in order of error. Unlike the previous techniques we

discussed, however, estimates of error in their technique often arise from move-

ments of the head, since their system is designed to work in head-mounted



displays. Thus, image layers with low depth values would likely be re-rendered

frequently, whereas distant planes would only occasionally need to be updated.

We have chosen not to discuss techniques that do not explicitly bound the

time to render a frame, even if they employ techniques to minimize frame time.

Nonetheless, such techniques are critical to achieving high frame rates[3, 19, 32,

37, 70].

The reader might also note that many of the techniques discussed in this

section employ image-based rendering. This should not be a surprise, given

that one motivation for image-based rendering is the fact that rendering time

can be bounded in the number of pixels for a single frame, rather than by the

number of objects. However, that goal is only truly achieved for pure image-

based rendering techniques, such as QuicktimeVR[14], plenoptic modeling[67],

the Lumigraph[41], and light-field rendering[60]. Even so, image-based render-

ing techniques have become critical to lowering frame rates in virtually all new

massive model and adaptive display algorithms.

4.3 Artificial Neural Networks and Graphics Resource Allocation

Artificial neural networks (ANNs)2 were an initial candidate for use in an adap-

tive display algorithm for several reasons. First, scene graphs have a graph

2 Artificial neural networks have been used both to use model real human cognitive systems
and to solve problems. The oldest form of the artificial neural network (ANN) is simply
a step function whose input is a sums of values over inputs and whose output is 1 if the
sum exceeds a threshold and 0 otherwise. This is the classic perceptron model of artificial
neural networks[33, 69, 76]. We can generalize this notion to allow arbitrary gain functions
instead of a step function; typically the sigmoid function is used. This, in turn, allows
output values to take on a range of values in [0, 1]. We can further generalize this notion by
connecting the output of a single node to a single input wire on one or more other neural
network nodes, thus defining a neural network.
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structure already ingrained into them; even in systems lacking scene graphs,

the notion of a high-level network relation between objects is appealing. Sec-

ond, ANNs have been used quite successfully in resource allocation problems in

the past. Third, artificial neural networks have been used to model visual pro-

cessing in real brains; the neocognitron, in particular, has modeled the processes

of early vision in humans fairly well[33].

4.3.1 An Initial Approach Using ANNS

As an initial approach, imagine that we have an artificial neural network A' with

a node ri for every object o in the scene, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Imagine

then that we have an external center-of-focus predictor V that determines the

probability distribution over the user's center of focus (see Chapter 6 for further

discussion of D). For any particular frame, this system V provides external

activations to network nodes equal to the probability that the particular node

is in the center of focus. The network itself updates at the same rate the external

activations are applied.

This neural network can then be designed to serve several functions. First, it

distributes the user's center of focus over neighboring nodes (in a non-inhibitory

neural network, inhibitory nodes being discussed in Chapter 5.4). This matches

our intuitive notion that nodes close to the center of focus should have higher

levels of quality. Second, the neural network encodes a short-term history of past

centers of focus in the current internal activations of the network. Third, the

network can easily be adapted to represent arbitrary relations between objects,

possibly by introducing negative edge weights, auxiliary nodes, or whatever else

is necessary to the problem at hand.
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FIGURE 4.1: A simple scene with four objects and a corresponding ANN (note
weights are arbitrary and so not listed).

These neural networks can be recomputed frequently with very little impact

on the frame rate. Their results are also fairly simple to interpret. The acti-

vation of a particular node at a particular time denotes the degree of quality

that the object should receive. This relation can be as simple as a time slice

proportional to the particular activation level, or it could be used to modulate a

more complex function to allocate resources to objects with different derivatives

of quality given time, and thus different priorities for rendering.

4.3.2 Limitations of Artificial Neural Networks

Several behaviors exhibited by neural networks violate our intuitions concerning

the way resources should be distributed. First, one can easily imagine neural

networks that become saturated. Such a network can send one or more nodes to

a maximal activation value where they will remain indefinitely, independent of

the rest of the network. Saturation will result in objects that hog resources even
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when they are not significant contributors to scene quality. Worse, determining

whether a given neural network will saturate on some input is an undecidable

problem, reducing to HALT.

Second, one can easily image neural networks that exhibit cyclic behav-

ior. Such a network can enter into a state where a set of nodes exhibits some

repetitive sequence of activations. This also leads to resource hogging, just as

saturation does. Further, determining the existence of a cycle is just as hard as

determining if a network will saturate.

Finally, there is no intuitive motivation for using the neural network gain

function in a graphics resource allocation engine, even though it does make the

neural network computationally powerful. Further, the gain function is one of

the fundamental reasons that the function computed by neural networks can be

difficult to deduce once the network is trained[69, 76].

4.4 The Attentional Flow Network

Attentional flow networks (AFNs) are a derivative of ANNs designed to remedy

the limitations of standard ANNs. A primary goal in the design of AFNs was

ensuring efficiency. An AFN should be able to be evaluated several times per

second with little or no effect on the final frame rate. Second, AFNs must be

simple for programmers to generate. Simplicity also implies that small changes

to the AFN should not result in drastic changes to activation throughout the

network. Third, attentional flow networks should distribute activation in a way

that makes sense given the plenoptic measure of deviation, the ORC measure

of deviation, and the visual flow matching measure of deviation.
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FIGURE 4.2: A simple scene with four objects and a corresponding AFN (note,
weights are partitions of unity).

AFNs are not, however, designed to predict the user's center of focus. That

is the job of the center-of-focus predictor V discussed in Chapter 6. Thus, an

AFN addresses the visual flow matching measure of deviation only to the extent

that past targets are likely to be future targets of the user's eye (a reasonable

assumption if we assume that users focus most of their attention on a limited

subset of the total objects in the scene).

4.4.1 Structure of the Attentional Flow Network

To begin, we formally define the structure of an attentional flow network. Figure

4.2 illustrates an example of an attentional flow network..



Definition 19. Attentional Flow Network: an attentional flow

network consists of a set of nodes N, a set of directed edges (n, n'),

where n, n' e N, a set of edge weights e E [0, 1], such that for any
node n

e(n,v)=1
V(n,v)vEN

and a set of activation values a for all nodes n E N.

Thus, there are several immediate points where AFNs differ from their ANN
cousins. First, AFNs always use directed edges instead of undirected edges
(different types of ANNs use either directed or undirected edges[33, 69, 76]).
This avoids the problem of finding a set of assignments of edge weights such
that the sum is unity for all nodes in the network.

Second, we have imposed a constraint on the values that weights can be
assigned. This combats saturation, as it ensures that no more activation can
leave a node than the node had in the first place. This does, however, limit the

computational power of the AFN (whereas using directed edges did not, since
a directed edge ANN can always simulate an undirected edge ANN). When
the activation update equation for AFNs is introduced, we will also see that
the partition of unity can be used to ensure that the level of activation in the
network is constant: this makes it unnecessary to sum total activations in the
network to find a normalization constant. Further, we have restricted edge
weights to be between 0 and 1 inclusive. Later, in Chapter 5, we will consider
the possibility of negative edge weights.

Third, unlike ANNs, nodes in AFNs can possess a self-reinforcing connection

(of course, having more than one self-reinforcing connection is meaningless).

Such a connection would be used in the same way caching is used: if we think
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that the user's eye will stay with an object for a while, we want to boost the

object's activation a little to improve quality and to keep the user's eye where

it should be. For example, if we have an object with text displayed on it, we

might expect the viewer to stop and read the object; high quality is particularly

important in this instance.

Finally, while the definition above does not mention it, all bald nodes (nodes

with no explicit edges) implicitly possess a self-reinforcing link. Were this oth-

erwise, bald nodes would be sinks that destroyed all activation that flows to

them. By conserving activation, we ensure that a single constant defines the

total activation in the network for all time.

4.4.2 Semantics of the Attentional Flow Network

Definition 19 specifies only the static qualities of an attentional flow network:

as with ANNs, an AFN without an update equation is meaningless.

Artificial neural networks implement activation updates using a linear sum

of weighted activations in neighboring nodes that is then acted on by a gain
function a typically this gain function is either a step function or a sigmoid

curve.

N = a( *
V(p,n)

As we discussed, however, this gain function adds complexity to ANNs that

we choose to eliminate in AFNs. This makes AFNs simpler to design at the cost

of a loss of computational power. We choose to keep the linear combination,

however, with one small addition, c.
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Thus, the activation state a23 of a node n2 on update cycle j can be written

= U * Wflk,nj * a(_l)
V(nk,nj)

Thus, the activation of the ith node on the jth update cycle is equal to the

sum of activations of all nodes with an edge impinging on the ith node, each

activation multiplied by the edge's weight, and then the entire sum multiplied

by a constant a. The a value in the update equation is a sink term. This

term causes the total activation in the network to be constant, even though

new activation is distributed to the AFN via the external links. The a value is

calculated from the d external activations and the preceding total activation

in the network aprev:

U
aprev -

aprev

4.5 The Attentional Flow Network Technique

In Figure 4.3, we present a graphical depiction of the attentional flow network

technique. First, we wish to note that the attentional flow network algorithm

can be divided into two disparate portions. The first half of the algorithm con-

tains the preprocessing steps required to set up an attentional flow network.

The second portion is the update algorithm executed upon receiving an update

event from the operating system. This update cycle need not, of course, be im-

plemented in the paradigm of an event-driven operating system, but in general

we expect that to be the case. We will briefly overview the steps that occur in

each of these stages and then proceed on to more detailed discussions.
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FIGURE 4.3: Graphical representation of the attentional flow network tech-
nique.

In the preprocessing stage, several steps need to occur. First, as with any en-

gine, the geometric database must be processed and stored in the format directly

used by the engine: this step will include any image degradation pre-processing

steps such as mesh simplification or the construction of static imposters. Sec-

ond, the skeletal attentional flow network needs to be loaded into the system.

This skeletal AFN contains only those edges explicitly assigned by the program-

mer: such edges typically represent semantic content that cannot be inferred

by the graphics engine. Third, this skeletal network can be augmented with

implicit edges. This last step is not necessary as the programmer can define all

edges on their own; however, many types of edges, those representing proximity

for instance, can easily be inferred by the engine, thus saving the programmer

time. Fourth, the network must be loaded with its initial set of activation values

a. These values can either be set by the programmer in an external file, or the
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engine itself can choose them. Fifth, times must be associated with all object

representations. These can be empirically determined at run time, or they can

be loaded from files. At this point, any other general graphics or application

preprocessing can be completed.

In the rendering stage, two key activities involve attentional flow networks

(although many other graphics and application activities will be going on simul-

taneously). The first includes updates to the network: propagating activation

already in the network to neighboring nodes, applying external activations to

the network inputs, and so on. The second involves the interpretation of these

activation values to determine resource allocation. Later, in Chapter 5, we
will discuss other stages involving AFNs that will be going on in the rendering

loop network structure updates for instance when dynamic changes to the

geometric database occur.

4.5.1 Preprocessing Stages

4.5.1.1 Defining the skeleton of the network

The initial step of the AFN technique is the construction of a skeletal network.

The skeletal network gives the programmer an opportunity to control the defini-

tion of the AFN. Two choices need to be made at this point. First, can there be

geometry outside of the geometry controlled by the attentional flow network?

Second, how much of the AFN should be built by the programmer and how

much should be built by the system?

We have found that it is often beneficial to allow geometry to be excluded

from the processing of the attentional flow network. In particular, some objects

should not have their quality level adjusted. For example, a programmer might
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decide that the sky or the floor should not be decimated. Or a programmer

might decide that a player's avatar should always be at maximum quality when

viewed by the player (in third-person mode, for example). However, the more

non-adaptive geometry there is, the less benefit can be derived from an AFN.

Thus, programmers should be careful when excluding geometry from the AFN.

The next issue to resolve is the burden of network construction placed on

the programmer. We could easily require that the programmer build the entire

network, but this seems to be a waste of the programmer's time, especially given

that many edges can be found using simple techniques. At the other extreme,

we could require that the computer generate all edges in the network. One

can imagine an extremely complicated network construction algorithm that not

only finds the simple edges, but also finds many less obvious edges using domain

knowledge and an assorted bag of heuristics. Nonetheless, it seems unlikely that

a system could capture all of the subtle relationships that exist in the scene,

especially given that the programmer likely has no desire to encode sufficient

domain knowledge into the engine.

Finally, note that the programmer not only needs to assign edges, but also

edge weights. Because AFNs do not possess the gain function of ANNs, edge

weights are fairly easy to assign in AFNs, edge weights merely imply that one

object being critical to the scene implies that neighboring objects in the AFN

are likely to be important in the subsequent time step. Nonetheless, correct

edge weight selection remains an art.
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4.5.1.2 Adding implicit edges

Once we have the skeletal network, we now need to fill in the missing edges and

edge weights. There is no specific algorithm that we require for the attentional

flow network: many different possibilities exist, each no doubt best suited for

different application domains. For instance, we might choose to construct a

Voronai diagram of the space using the centers of objects in the attentional

flow network as our nodal points[9, 24, 30, 53]. This has the advantage of

cheaply capturing one version of the neighbor relationship. On the other hand,

by reducing objects with real volumes to points, we can generate and omit odd

links. As an example, consider Figure 4.4. On the left, we have three objects,

where object B and object C intersect object A. We would expect, then, that

object A possesses links to objects B and C. However, if we construct a Voronai

diagram that uses centers of niass, we will not add a link between A and C.

Omitting the link doesn't necessarily make the AFN incorrect, but it might be

undesirable. Vornoai diagrams can also lead to arbitrarily distant objects being

linked this might, or might not, be a desirable quality.

As an alternative, we could associate spheres of a set radius r with the
centers of mass of objects, where the value of r is determined by the distance

from the center of mass to the most distant point of the object. The algorithm

then links the object with any other object whose center of mass falls in the

radius of its sphere of influence (alternatively, any point falling in the radius,

or any point of the object's convex hull, etc). We then weight edges relative to

each other by the separation of intersecting object's centers of mass. This tech-

nique is conceptually simple and easy to implement, but can lead to partitioned

networks.
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FIGURE 4.4: An example of an occlusion situation in implicit edge construction
using Voronai diagrams (scene on left, local Voronai diagram on right).

Many possible approaches to implicit edge construction can be taken. In par-
ticular, there is no need to select edges only on the basis of distance. We could

imagine linking objects that have convex hulls with similar moments or linking

objects that occur on similar sets of lines through space. The better the choice,

the simpler the programmer's job will be. In any case, however, the end re-

suit of skeletal network construction and implicit edge construction must be an

attentional flow network conformant with Definition 19.

4.5.1.3 Initial Activation Values

At this point, we must complete the construction of the attentional flow net-

work by loading activation values. We have found that a good approach is to

determine the total activation one desires to have in the network at any time
and then distribute this activation uniformly through the network. While this
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does make the initial few frames of rendering flat with respect to the user's

initial focus of attention, in short order the network will have adjusted to the

external activations. Alternatively, one might execute a few "dry" updates be-

fore any rendering takes place, where the external activations correspond to an

assumed center of focus once the application starts up. This approach possesses

the advantage that one can attract the user's eye to a starting point.

4.5.1.4 Generating the Render Times Table

In order to allocate graphics resources, we need to know how long it takes to

render particular objects at a particular level of quality. Several approaches to

establishing an object cost can be taken. As a first cut, we could provide a table

of values to the user, each one appropriate to a particular machine configuration.

The engine then reads in these values and uses them throughout the run. Or we

might choose to analytically determine the time it takes to render a particular

object. We might, for example, determine the time that it takes to send a set
of n triangles in a strip down the pipeline (we are thus sending n + 2 vertices).

Then, once we have the time to render primitives, we might analytically estimate

the times required to render objects. Finally, we might empirically measure the

time required to render objects. Analytic and pre-generated values possess the

problem that they cannot easily account for the complex situations that might

arise in practice. Empirical techniques automatically take into account these

factors. On the other hand, empirical techniques only take into account the

values measured at a particular time.

Of course, we need not leave these values untouched. As the system runs,

we could accumulate data on the time required to render objects or scenes, and



adjust the data in the table during idle cycles. In this way, the resource allocator

can learn how best to distribute resources.

4.5.2 The Rendering Loop

4.5.2.1 Updating the A FN

Periodically, the AFN must acquire a set of current external activations from the

center-of-focus predictor V (described in Chapter 6) and update the network.

The update algorithm is a simple application of the update equation.

A fundamental question is the frequency of updates. Certainly, updating

the AFN more than twice per frame seems unlikely to be useful. In fact, the

only benefit to updating twice per frame is that the initial external activation

will be allowed to propagate out one step before rendering of the frame actually

occurs (thus, decreasing the latency). In general, even updating the network

as fast as the frame rate seems excessive. On the other extreme, the longer

the interval between frame updates, the less the rendered image will match the

actual importance function imposed by a real user. In general, human trials

have shown that the time required for a user to respond to a change in stimuli

is approximately a fifth of a second, at which point a saccade is initiated and

the eyes sweep across the screen in a very small amount of the time[17, 78]. On

the basis of this, we suggest that a rate of 3-6 updates per second is reasonable.

The engine designer should test the percentage of CPU time being used by the

network update functions and adjust the update rate accordingly.

A second question is the extent of updates. In particular, should the entire

network be updated, or can we ignore "distant" parts of the network? For

the moment, we delay this question until Chapter 5, where we discuss selective
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updating of the network as an extension to the technique presented in this

chapter.

Adaptive Rendering with Attentional Flow Networks

Finally, once we have the vector d of activation values for AFN nodes, we

need to distribute resources to different objects. The problem of optimally

distributing such resources is a hard one, both in the computational sense and

in the conceptual sense. For instance, it is clear that small changes in local

quality can result in drastic changes in perceived quality. After all, it only takes

a single crack in a impostered image that captures the user's eye to destroy the

illusion of presence in the simulation.

We suggest that programmers first establish a minimum render quality for

objects in the PVS (potentially visible set).3 Ideally, this minimum render

quality would be such that a human viewer looking at a distance point of the

screen could not consistently tell the difference between the substandard and

the fully rendered object using only peripheral vision and brief glimpses of the

objects. In reality, much lower qualities might be chosen to maintain the frame

rate. Note that the minimum render quality in the above sense need not be a

constant for all relative positions of the object. For instance, when the mesh

is very far away, we might set a low threshold on the minimum render quality.

If the object is very close, we would require that the mesh have no substantial

One might choose the null state as the minimal state, where the object is simply not
rendered. This is done in virtually all adaptive display algorithms. Later, in Chapter 5,
we will discuss an alternative way that objects can be excluded; this technique allows the
existence of negatively weighted edges and skips rendering of any object that has a negative
activation.



deviations from original mesh form otherwise, if attention shifts to the mesh,

the viewer might experience popping, the phenomenon where a mesh changes

its shape suddenly from one frame to the next.

Once the minimal time for all objects has been allocated, we then need to

choose a policy for distributing the remaining resources. As a simple option,

we could partition this time interval using the activation levels of the nodes in

the PVS. This has the advantage of being simple, fast, and providing decent

results. On the other hand, it is clear that different objects have different rates

of change of quality with respect to time (v). For example, if an object has a

high activation but low we might choose to use that activation on the object

with the next highest activation, if that activation is within a certain bound

of the current object's activation.

Another alternative policy might be to establish average quality levels for

objects with associated average resource usages. We then use the activation

values from the AFN to modulate the resource requirements of objects in the

PVS. Once we know these average resources, we then normalize the resource

usages to fit within the appropriate time interval.

Of course, both of the previous algorithms assume that the resource require-

ments of objects can be varied continuously to fit within the time constraints.

If this were true, the computational difficulty of the problem, at least, would

not be high. In general, increasing allocated resources increases the value by a

particular discrete value, or it doesn't increase the quality of the object at all.

In other words, objects almost always have discontinuous quality derivatives

in particular, the quality function itself is almost always a step function (of

course, the final perceived quality might be a far more complex function as it

contains the complex relationships of the object with its neighbors). While this



makes the problem of finding an optimal rendering difficult, greedy solutions

can be used to produce reasonable results[34, 36, 38].

4.6 Discussion

The technique presented in this chapter is only a minimal version of the atten-

tional flow network. In particular, it doesn't address how one deals with dy-

namically changing scenes. For instance, the implicit edges constructed in the

pre-processing phase will almost certainly be invalidated by changes in relative

position. Second, the representational power of the AFN language presented in

this chapter is limited. In particular, objects are represented by links that are

independent of the viewpoint. This makes calculation simpler, hut also makes

resource allocation harder. Third, we have not addressed the problem of culling:

AFNs can extend across the entire world, if they are not culled at some level,

while the world geometry is culled, then AFNs will inevitably become a bottle-

neck once the world scales up in size sufficiently. Fourth, the network doesn't

adapt itself to particular users; one of the key benefits to choosing ANNs as

an initial representation was the rich body of machine learning algorithms al-

ready in existence for exploitation in an adaptive engine. Fifth, some of the
constraints on the network such as edge weights constrained to be between 0

and 1 inclusive might seem unnecessary. In the next chapter, we address many

of these problems, providing extensions to the basis technique. We wish to

suggest, however, that sometimes adding complexity is overkill, particularly in

real-time rendering. In the end, whatever one chooses to do must result in an

allocation engine that can allocate resources and render the optimized objects

in less than a thirtieth of a second; that doesn't give one much leeway.



CHAPTER 5

EXTENSIONS TO THE ATTENTIONAL FLOW NETWORK
TECHNIQUE

The attentional flow network technique as presented in Chapter 4 is fairly

simplistic. It lacks the ability to change the network, plus its edge connections

represent the simplest relations possible. The technique does not scale well if

we perform early culling of geometry. The technique cannot adjust itself to

a particular user. Further, the technique does not support distribution a

potential problem given that distributed scene graphs seem a possibility in the

near future.

To address these problem, we present six extensions to the AFN approach.

None of these extensions are necessary to employ the AFN approach, nor are

they necessarily the only extensions one might imagine. They do, however,

address a set of problems that are likely to be important to adaptive engine

designers.

The six extensions include:

1. Dynamic scenes (Section 5.1)

2. Network culling (Section 5.2)

3. Directional weights (Section 5.3)

4. Inhibitory links (Section 5.4)



5. Long-term adjustments/learning in AFNs (Section 5.5)

6. Distributed attentional flow networks (Section 5.6)

5.1 Dynamic Scenes

In Chapter 4, the attentional flow network was constructed in a preprocess-

ing step, using both pre-assigned weights and implicit edges. The AFN was

constructed once and then used repeatedly in the rendering ioop without mod-

ification to the network topology.

For static scenes, including static scenes with mobile viewpoints, such a

network is appropriate and efficient. We can even allow objects in the scene to

be animated, as long as the animation doesn't change the object's relation to

the rest of the scene (a rotating ceiling fan, for example, fits in quite well).

Many applications, however, allow the relative positions of objects to change.

In a car-race game, for example, the positions of the cars on the racetrack

change radically throughout the execution of the program. A static AFN cannot

accurately reflect the relationships of the cars to the pit area or to the starting

line reliably.

To address this problem, we discuss three approaches to accommodating dy-

namic scenes in this section, each solution reflecting different levels of dynamic

activity in the scene. The first technique, the state-level approach, requires that

a sequence of AFNs be specified in advance by the programmer. The second

approach, spidering, is designed for mostly static scenes with a few dynamic ob-

jects (other player avatars, for instance). The third, and most general approach,

is the collider network approach.



5.1.1 The State-Level Approach

The first of our three approaches is trivial, but worth pointing out. Consider,

for example, a single-user application where most of the geometry is static, but

the importance of pieces of the static geometry changes discretely when certain

events occur. For definiteness, imagine a dungeon-crawl game, where the player

must descend through a maze, uncover clues, defeat some main villain, and then

proceed on to another part of the game. Such a game might be divided into

several stages, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. At first, the player's goal is just to

lower the bridge over a vast chasm. There might be two ways to accomplish this:

find the lever that open the door to the key room and then defeat the guard,

allowing the player to reach the mechanism that lowers the bridge, or find the

secret door that leads directly to the bridge mechanism. To enforce the obvious

route, we want there to be many links from objects in the vicinity of the lever to

the lever itself, thus improving the quality of the lever and thereby drawing the

viewer's eye. The secret door, on the other hand, might have only the standard

set of connections commonly found among its neighbors. However, once the

bridge has been lowered, the lever is no longer important. At this point, the

connections between the lever and its environment should be no different than

the connections of any regular object in that position.

In essence, the AFN designer specifies a sequence of basic AFNs to describe

the semantic relationships of the scene. Each of these AFNs corresponds to some

state; transitions between states occur as a result of events. We can represent

this process with an AFN state automata (the object appearing in Figure 5.1).

An AFN state automata is simply a finite state automata whose individual

states represent AFNs, and that accepts a language consisting of events. There
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FIGURE 5.1: An AFN state automata.

is always a starting AFN in this machine, and there is always a terminating
state (represented by the game termination signal).

Note that there is no reason that all of the geometry must belong to the
AFNs in the AFN state automata. In particular, we might want to use an AFN

state automata for the static geometry, but use another approach for mobile

geometry. The simplest such approach is to render all objects outside the AFN

at maximal quality, operating under the assumption that mobile objects are

automatically important and that few mobile objects are likely to be visible

from any one particular point of view (otherwise, arbitrarily bad frame rates
could result). Alternatively, we might pre-divide time slices into static slices

(for which we use the AFN state automata approach) and dynamic slices (for

which we use another technique independent of the static geometry).

The state-level approach is not an unreasonable approach for many applica-

tions. After all, animated objects can exist within the basic AFN technique, as

long as they don't substantially change their position or importance in the scene.



On the other hand, many applications, especially the new massively multi-user

applications such as on-line VR chatrooms, or the new influx of MMORPGs

(massively multi-player role-playing games), commonly create situations where

large numbers of player avatars congregate in a single locale, thus destroying

the benefit of an AFN precisely at the moment when high quality is paramount.

These applications require a more complex approach to the AFN.

5.1.2 The CoUider Network

Given the limitations of the state-level approach, the next obvious tack is to

create a fully dynamic AFN. The problem with the basic AFN technique was

that it constructed the AFN as a preprocessing step and then used it as is for

the duration of the application run. What if we instead chose to update the

AFN whenever the world changed sufficiently?

Such a technique would be able to delete both edges and nodes arbitrarily.

The ideal algorithm would actually rebuild the AFN according to the algorithm

used in the pre-processing step: first assign programmer-specified edges (possi-

bly determined using an AFN state automata) and then perform implicit edge

construction.

Two problems present themselves immediately. First, reconstruction of the

AFN would have to be done in real time. Second, the total activation in the

network will change as nodes are deleted or added to the network, potentially

changing the effect of a constant influx of activation.

We will deal with the second problem first, as it is the easiest to solve. Quite

simply, we calculate the activation lost through additions or deletions and adjust
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the a value for a particular update so that the influx of constant activation plus

the total network activation multiplied by the modified a remains a constant.

Performing AFN reconstruction in real time, however, is a bit more difficult.

In a worst case scenario, we might imagine a world composed of small balls,

where a single ball can bounce an arbitrarily large distance away from its start-

ing location between network updates. This would prevent us from locating

"damaged" parts of the network and just fixing those locations (later, in the

spidering technique, we suggest a technique that performs local repair). Fur-

ther, while this behavior might seem extreme, we can envisage real applications

where similar behavior occurs: imagine, for example, a flocking simulation us-

ing an algorithm similar to that used for Reynold's boids[75, 88]. The relative

position of a "boid" in the flock can change drastically over a short period of

time, even though the behavior of the flock as a whole is coherent.

However, while the problem initially appears daunting, it is not necessarily

as bad as might appear. In particular, implicit edge construction algorithms are

similar to the algorithms used in spatial collision detection, whether used for

graphics, robot motion planning, or another application[9, 24, 51, 53]. In spatial

collision detection algorithms, we need to find whether geometry "collides" with

neighboring geometry: this requires that we determine a local neighbor set and

establish whether members of this set exceed a certain threshold of proximity.

Most of the applications that require dynamic AFNs also require that we use

spatial collision detection. Thus, it appears that there is a very simple solution:

reuse the neighbor set to construct the implicit edges.

We call a dynamic AFN a collider network if the AFN performs dynamic

updates using a spatial collision detection algorithm in real time, whether or

not the collider network is reusing data from true spatial collision detection or



merely using the technique for the sole purpose of implicit edge construction in

real time. Collider networks still use AFN state automata to specify the skeletal

network.

Many fast algorithms for spatial collision detection exist in the literature.

Most ultimately rely on a Voronai diagram or corresponding Delauney triangu-

lation of the space[9, 24, 51]. Many also exploit further optimizations to speed
computation [53].

Collider networks are most appropriate when many objects in the scene are

important and capable of motion. Collider networks become inefficient when

only a small percentage of objects in the scene move; further, many algorithms

do not perform spatial collision detection on all objects, but rather only on
a small subset of objects, thus making the collider network a greater burden.

For such applications, we suggest a local reconstruction technique such as the
spidering approach described next.

5.1.3 Spidering

The collider network approach is most appropriate for situations where a large

percentage of objects are dynamic. Many applications, on the other hand,
restrict dynamic motion to a fairly small subset of objects on any one particular

update. However, we still might want to be able to adjust the quality of the

static geometry in response to increased user attention on dynamic objects

a facility that was not provided to us in the first approach.

To provide a middle ground, we present the "spidering" technique. Spidering

is premised on the notion that there are static objects and a small set of dynamic

objects. To simplify calculations, we prevent dynamic objects from directly



linking to other dynamic objects: dynamic objects can only interact with the

underlying static object set directly.

By making these assumptions, we can provide a coherent means of updating

network connections in dynamic nodes based entirely on the current attentional

flow network state itself. To start with, we associate distances with all edges

connecting static attentional nodes to their neighbors. We then connect in the

dynamic node set, also associating distances with edges. Pointers to dynamic

nodes are stored in a list. When the application decides that the object corre-

sponding to a dynamic node must be moved, the update system first checks if

the shift in position is greater than the distance to any of the node's neighbors.

If it isn't, the application retains the same network structure, but changes the

distances associated with the edges. If desired, the edge weights can also be

adjusted to reflect the changed position. If, however, the node is no longer in

the convex hull of its neighbors, the node needs to be updated.

Two approaches to updating might be taken: "piggybacking" and "lerping".

Piggybacking is the simplest approach. We break all pre-existing connections

and inherit the implicit connections of the network node that the dynamic node

is now closest to a simple calculation given that we knew the relative distances

along edges. Weights can be identical to the duplicated node, or adjusted in

response to adjusted node position. With lerping, on the other hand, the node

chooses two nodes in its neighborhood such that the average relative position

of the two nodes summed is minimized (thus causing a preference for nodes

on opposite sides of the adjusted node). The adjusted node then inherits the

implicit edge sets from both of its parents, where shared edges have their weights

summed. In both cases, these weights must be rescaled such that their sum is

equal to the weight left over after programmer-defined edges are added in again.



Obviously, one could leverage the network structure to implement more com-

plex interpolation schemes; however, eventually one might as well just use spa-

tial collision detection algorithms.

5.2 Network Culling

In the AFN technique, there are two views of the world: the definition of the

world as geometry and the definition of the world as part of an AFN network.

For a technique to be scalable, as we increase the size of the world, the time

required for processing the world's geometry and AFN must be constant rel-

ative to each other (or the cost of the AFN must grow slower than the costs

associated with rendering geometry). The problem we face is that as the size of

virtual worlds grow, early culling techniques can often cull greater percentages

of the total objects in the world[3, 32, 34, 36, 37, 70]. In essence, the PVS

(potentially visible set) grows smaller relative to the world as the world grows

larger. However, the AFN technique as we have described it possesses no such

ability. Further, the algorithms used in early culling cannot be used for AFNs:

in particular, activation outside the view frustum can affect renderings in future

frames, even if it doesn't affect the current frame. As it stands, as worlds grow

larger, AFNs will incur a larger percentage of the total cost in the graphics
engine.

5.2.1 Bounding the Influence of Nodes

Let us consider the impact of a node a3 on the value of a node ak in the PVS.

The node a3 can only influence ak along a direct path terminating on ak. Each

of these paths has an associated weight, which is the product of all of the edge
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weights along the path. We thus have a sequence of paths with associated

weights 13i, /3, .., /3k, where k can go to infinity. Note that the sum of all
these edge weights is at most unity. We can assert this because we required

both that the edge weights partition unity and that the activation function be

linearly separable. As a result, any activation along the ith path was necessarily

diverted from one of the other paths. Note, however, that the sum can be less

than unity. Weight can be diverted from the path into sections of the AFN that

contain no paths leading to ak. We exclude paths that contain ak, since in that

case, ak is really reinforcing itself.

In the set of paths P between a3 and ak, there is at least one path with
minimal length 1. Given a static network with static external activations, we

can assert that the influence of a3 on ak is less than A * a, where is the sink

term. In general, the bound will be much lower than this, as this term assumes

that all activation in the network is perpetually stored at a3 and that all paths
are of length 1. Most activation will be diverted into portions of the network

from which ak is not reachable, or the paths that do reach ak are much longer

than 1, resulting in a greater degree of decay.

In and of itself, this bound on the influence of a3 on ak does not help us;

what it does tell us is that we could bound the error for ak if we excluded

the propagation of activation from a3 into the network at various points in the

past. It does not tell us that we can neglect the propagation of activation from

a3 during the current update: imagine, for instance, that the PVS suddenly

changed to include direct neighbors of a3. Now the activation of a3 in recent

updates might be critical to the activation of nodes in the PVS.

However, we could bound the error in future PVS's from omitting to up-

date a3 if we could show that the PVS was not going to suddenly shift to the
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neighborhood of a3. Even if we assume that the spatial location of the view-

point can't shift suddenly from one part of the scene to another, we still have a

problem: AFN edges, as defined in Chapter 4, do not necessarily reflect spatial

relationships.

Thus, if we want to be able to perform network culling, just as we perform

early culling on geometry, we will need to alter AFNs so that there is some

predictable measure of distance. We do not want to force all edges to reflect

distance: the ability of programmers to define edges that reflect other relation-

ships should not be sacrificed. However, note that programmer-defined links

make sense only when objects can both be in the PVS at roughly the same

time. Thus, while semantic links do not necessarily reflect distance, they only

make sense when objects are not too far apart.

5.2.2 Network Culling and the AFN Hierarchy

To accommodate the unique problems facing AFNs, we suggest a hierarchi-

cal network culling approach. In this approach, we first divide the geometric

database up into regions R, where each region represents some division of space

such that objects within the region are likely to belong to the PVS for view-

points within that region, whereas objects outside the region are not likely to be

in the PVS for viewpoints within the region. For each region 1Z, we construct a

subnet: each subnet is a local AFN for that region. These local subnets are then

nodes in a higher-level network A/ that possesses one node for each region 7.

If a region 1Z, neighbors another region then there is an (undirected) edge

between the nodes corresponding to 'J? and in .f. Each of these undirected

edges corresponds to a bridge between AFN subnets. In this context, a bridge
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is a single attentional flow network node with directed edges to nodes in the
subnets of 1 and Rj, and corresponding directed edges from those subnets im-
pinging on the bridge node itself. These pairs of directed edges are made on the
basis of proximity: any node n whose corresponding object is within distance

5 of a neighboring region is connected to the corresponding bridge node, while

the bridge node is connected back to node n. We illustrate the concept of a
bridge in Figure 5.2.
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FIGURE 5.2: On the left, a depiction of the bridge node between the subnets
for region 1Z and R. On the right, the region graph for regions Rj, Rj, and
7k

Of course, the preceding construction still does not bound the error of a
node in region Rk on a node in region TR as we have specified no maximal

weighted path through a region. A region, in fact, can possess an arbitrarily



small path between bridges, possibly with only one intermediary node if that

node is close to a juncture between two regions. We could require subnets to

possess a maximal weighted width, but we choose instead to treat bridges as

activation sinks. To solve this problem, the user chooses a maximal desired

weighted path for regions in the AFN hierarchy. Then, the maximal weighted

path from a bridge node to any other bridge node along the edge e2 from the

bridge node to the node a is calculated. If the weight of this maximal path is

less than the maximal desired weight, we assign an edge weight to e such that

the maximal path is now equal to the maximal desired path. This process is

performed for all edges from the bridge node to nodes in its two neighboring

regions. After this algorithm is completed, the maximal weighted path across

any region is now known and can be used to perform network culling. Note that

the preceding algorithm makes the bridge node different from other attentional

nodes: in particular, the weights of edges exiting the bridge node need not

partition unity. This is allowed because the bridge node does not actually

represent an object but a boundary relation between two regions.

Of course, even this maximal region width does not guarantee a small bound

to the influence of a distant node on a node in the PVS, although it does require

that the total influence be bounded. In particular, our previous bound assumes

that in the worst case all of the activation in the AFN was focused in the distant

node at various points in the past. Since the total activation is generally a

constant per node in an AFN, the total activation grows as the AFN grows.

However, it is extremely unlikely that all of the activation in the network

has ever been located in a single node, much less located at a particular node

for all points in the past that correspond to the starts of paths to the final
node ak. In fact, we can probably safely assume that the maximum activation
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of any particular node is equal to some constant b> 1 multiplied by the total

activation in the AFN hierarchy divided by the average number of attentional

nodes per region.

Given then the maximal bound to activation of a node and the maximal

weighted width of regions, we now have a reasonable measure of distance in

the AFN hierarchy. The programmer specifies a particular minimum weighted

distance from the region in which the current viewpoint is located. From any

region, we can now clearly find the maximal weighted path to any other region

in the AFN hierarchy. We simply cull all regions that cannot be reached by

maximal weighted paths less than the minimum weighted distance assigned by

the programmer.

When a viewpoint crosses regions, new regions potentially come into view:

we assume that these regions have no activation values at all a reasonable

assumption given that any activation still circulating in those regions has no

doubt decayed to extremely small values. Simultaneously, old regions disappear

from view, their activation being lost from the network permanently. Finally,

activation crossing over bridges into culled regions is forever lost. If we wish

to maintain constant activation in the network, we must provide sources that

restore lost activation. Several simple solutions to this problem exist, so we

will not discuss them in great detail. First, we could adjust a to restore the

lost activation on subsequent updates. Second, we could increase the external

activations to compensate for the loss. Finally, we could spread lost activation

between bridges on the edge of culled regions and "reflect" it back across the

bridge back into non-culled regions. Other approaches could also be taken.

Note that there is really no reason to extend the AFN hierarchy beyond two

levels, although clearly we could do so if we wished. In particular, in a pre-



processing step, we can simply calculate the set of regions that are within the

maximal distance, thus making network culling (or in this case, subnet selection)

a bounded operation independent of the size of the network. This factor makes

the AFN hierarchy a scalable technique.

5.3 Directional Edge Weights

The edge relation in the AFN technique corresponds to the tendency for linked

objects to both be more likely to contribute to scene quality at roughly the

same time. This relation is world-oriented rather than viewpoint-oriented: the

strength of the relationship in the basic AFN is independent of the viewer.

Clearly, however, the importance relationship is not independent of the viewer.

As it stands, the AFN technique's edge relations can only represent the average

importance relation over the entire set of possible points of view; if we want a

finer edge relation, we will have to augment the AFN technique.

First, however, consider a concrete example where the basic AFN edge re-

lation fails. Imagine a candlestick beside a sphere on the edge of a table, as

illustrated in Figure 5.3. In the basic AFN technique, we might generate the

AFN shown in Figure 5.5 (note that the edge weights listed are not a partition

of unity as this is only one subgraph of an entire AFN). If the viewpoint is typ-

ically above the plane of the table, this AFN makes a great deal of sense. The

sphere should be rendered at a higher level of quality when the candle or the

table receives extra activation. Imagine, however, that the viewpoint is below

the plane of the table as in Figure 5.4 some of the time and above it other times:

perhaps the viewpoint is that of a cat, so that the view might be from the top

of the refrigerator or from the floor itself. Clearly, when the point of view is
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FIGURE 5.3: A candle sitting beside a sphere on a table.

below and sufficiently close to the table, the quality of the sphere is much less

significant. Even when the sphere is visible, only a subsection of the top can be

seen, so that decimation would go largely unnoticed. The AFN we constructed

in Figure 5.5, however, will continue to push activation into the sphere, even

when such activation is largely irrelevant. In the basic AFN technique,



FIGURE 5.4: A candle sitting beside a sphere on a table as seen from below
the plane of the table.

we accept these losses, but we can use a richer edge language to cope with this

problem.

Obviously, the problem is that a single edge weight does not necessarily

capture the edge relation for different viewpoints. We could propose fairly

complex functions for the edge relation as a function of the viewpoint; however,

given that there are many edges in any AFN, particularly an AFN for a large

scene, we wish to use as simple a representation as possible. The basic AFN

uses the most primitive representation, one weight per edge, period. We choose
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FIGURE 5.5: Attentional flow network for candle-book-table scene.

to introduce a slightly more complex representation, but one that is still simple.

We introduce a small set of edge weights for each edge, parameterized by a

coarse sampling of the sphere of directions around the viewpoint and possibly

around the object itself as well.

Radiosity (and other finite-element techniques) have long used the direc-

tional cube (or hemicubes) to approximate the sphere (or hemisphere as is the

case in radiosity) of directions around a particular point. Pencils of rays are

associated with surface area elements of the cube. We illustrate this concept in

Figure 5.6.

The simplest application of the directional cube would associate a set of n

weights with each directed edge in the AFN. A directional cube is also associated

with the point of view, with the surface area subdivided into n elements such

that for each surface element there is an associated weight in the set of ii edges

for each AFN edge. At the start of each update cycle, we then determine

the viewpoint vector !: the surface element that the ray corresponding to

intersects is the edge set entry used in each edge. Notice that each of these

edge sets corresponds to an AFN with identical topologies (although edges with
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FIGURE 5.6: A direction cube around the viewpoint.

positive weights might also have zero weights); thus, the AFN associated with
surface element k still requires that all selected edge weights be a partition of
unity for each node. Thus, given the direction of the point of view, we can select
different sets of edge weights.

We can also extend the directional cube approach to select edge weights
from the perspective of the object viewed, although this incurs a greater cost.
According to this method, we situate directional cubes around each object with

a corresponding attentional node in the AFN. We again construct a set of edge
weights, except this time the selection is made on the basis of the vector pointing
in the direction of the viewpoint from the object's center of mass. While this
technique necessarily incurs a greater cost (in particular, it requires a vector
subtraction, possibly also including the reversal of several model transformations

to get the object in world coordinates), directional cubes can be associated only

with those AFN nodes that benefit from the calculation, leaving other nodes
with regular weights. Note that this technique can obviously be combined with

the first directional cube approach, creating a matrix of edge weights.
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Note, however, that while this technique does increase the representational

power of the edge relation, it does so at the cost of increased spatial and temporal

requirements; the benefit of using such a technique must outweigh the cost of

using it. Thus, in this thesis, directional edge weights are not incorporated into

the core technique, but are presented as an extension.

5.4 Inhibitory Links

Previously, we have assumed that all edge weights are positive. All edge re-

lationships were therefore reinforcing relationships between neighbors (all flow

was, in essence, downhill). This situation has provided two main benefits: sim-

plicity and numerical stability.

On the other hand, directional weights, as discussed in the previous section,

raised the possibility that from certain directions, activation on one item sug-

gests that another item is not visible. Suppose, for example, that we used a

highly coarse sampling for edge weights, one weight per side of the cube for

both the object and the viewpoint. Suppose, as in Figure 5.7, the candlestick

is near the edge of the table, and the sphere is now on the opposite side of the

table projecting over the edge (and not always visible when the candle is visible.

Now, if we are below the table plane such that the candlestick is visible, the

sphere will be either fully occluded or barely visible. Since directional edges

probably are sampled quite sparsely in the directional cube technique, it might

be difficult to prove that we are in a region where the candlestick is fully visible,

but the sphere is fully occluded. However, if we knew that there was a great deal

of activation in the candlestick, we could reasonably guess that the candlestick

or something close to it was the focus of attention in the past, suggesting that
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FIGURE 5.7: Sphere and candle on table from below plane of table (sphere not
visible).

we are indeed closer to the candlestick. Thus, the relevance of the sphere to

scene quality is likely to be less. In essence, activation at one node correspond-

ing to the candlestick suppresses activation at the node corresponding to the

sphere; to capture this notion, we could allow for edge weights to be negative,

or inhibitory.
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Of course, if we allow inhibitory nodes, we need not restrict them to di-

rectional weights. In particular, programmers might be aware of semantic re-

lationships that minimize the importance of one object when another is being

viewed. For instance, the contribution of Jupiter to our visual experience is

minimal when we're looking straight at the Moon simply because of the relative

luminosity of the two objects (however, if one is focusing on Jupiter, the Moon

might still be important, suggesting that directed inhibitory edges make perfect

sense).

On the other hand, the possibility of inhibitory weights does raise problems

for the attentional flow network update algorithm presented previously in Chap-

ter 4. First, adding inhibitory weights adds subtraction, which endangers the

numerical stability of our algorithm. However, even ignoring stability, how do

we accommodate inhibitory weights given that weights are specifically designed

to partition unity? How, then, shall we cope with inhibitory edges? Shall we

maintain the partition of unity and suitably scale up weights on other edges?

What do we do if inhibition drives a node to a negative attentional value?

Many approaches to this problem might be taken. We could, for instance,

maintain the partition of unity and suitably scale up the other weights. How-

ever, the algorithm produced would no longer be as numerically stable [30, 72].

Further, any node with an inhibitory edge would have artificially inflated weights

on non-inhibitory edges, as activation is effectively stolen from neighbor nodes

via the inhibitory edge and fed through the non-inhibitory edges; while this

inflation makes sense for a single node, it can make nodes with inhibitory edges

more important than nodes than lack them. Similarly, we could just ignore

negative activation values; this would provide a simple solution. However, since
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negative activations can only be produced by inhibitory edges, we think they
bear special consideration.

We suggest that inhibitory edges not be included in the partition of unity.

While this does require us to perform extra work to maintain the total level of

activation in the system, the burden is not great we can just keep track of

activation drained through the inhibitory edges and adjust the next c weight

accordingly. Excluding inhibitory weights from the partition of unity maintains

the semantics of reinforcing edges.

Second, we give a special meaning to negative attentional values. So far,

we haven't discussed the relationship between rendering and activation. Pre-

sumably, the engine will use one of the image degradation techniques discussed

in Chapter 3, where the particular model complexity chosen is a nondecreasing

function of the activation in the node corresponding to the model. In fact, it

might be the case that low activations correspond to the complete omission of

the object from the scene. We now suggest that this behavior be reserved for

negative activations when we are using inhibitory edges; even if the object is in

the PVS, if it has a negative activation it will not be rendered.

In general, inhibitory edges do allow some rather bizarre attentional flow net-

work behaviors. As an example, consider the case of the lone node in Figure 5.8,

possessing only inhibitory links to neighboring nodes. As we discussed earlier,

lone nodes automatically have self-reinforcing links to prevent them from be-

coming de facto activation sinks. If we used a partition of unity with inhibitory

edges, this would cause the lone node to accumulate the bulk of attention; if we

do not use a partition of unity, we still have the case that all nodes connected

to the lone node are constantly inhibited. As another problematic example,

consider the case where viewing one object (or nearly viewing it), forces an-
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other node to immediately disappear due to a large inhibitory weight. While

we might envisage a use for such an edge, such an edge seems likely to cause

unnecessary popping; the effect, if desired, should probably be generated via

another method.

bald node

o -o
obu

FIGURE 5.8: A bald node (lone node) with pure inhibitory links (and an
implicit self-reinforcing link).

For these reasons and others, we chose to make inhibitory weights an exten-

sion to the basic attentional flow network technique, rather than a core property.

While inhibitory edges can be useful, they can also be problematic.

5.5 Long-Term Adjustments in Attentional Flow Networks

One of the benefits we gained from basing AFNs on artificial neural networks

was the rich body of literature we inherit. While the differences between ANNs

and AFNs drastically reduce the computational power of attentional flow
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for general neural networks should be transferable to the AFN[17, 33, 69, 76].

In particular, artificial neural networks have proven particularly useful for

finding functions whose form is not understood in advance. Take, for example

TD-gammon: Tesauro used the TD('y) training rule and the Backpropagation

algorithm to train neural networks to play backgammon[69, 76, 86]. There is no

currently known successful and tractable algorithm for playing backgammon

we aren't even sure what form such as algorithm would take however, through

reinforcement learning, a neural network was able to play at the Master level in

backgammon. Zhang and Dietterich performed similar work, except for job-shop

scheduling[95]. While AFNs do not possess the same space of representational

function, the same principles could be applied.

Of course, both of the preceding techniques used very special kinds of neural

networks: the Backpropagation algorithm requires that the networks be built

in layers, thus possessing no cycles and allowing completion of the computation

in a finite number of steps. One could compare AFNs with other types of

neural networks, however. In particular, techniques for Hopfield networks seem

promising. A Hopfield network is a recurrent ANN (thus possessing cycles)

that can be used as an associative memory: it can be trained to recognize a

set of patterns so that, when given a stimuli, it selects the pattern that most

closely resembles that stimuli. Unfortunately, due to the restrictions placed

on AFNs, AFNs have only limited ability to emulate the behavior of Hopfield

networks[33, 69, 76].

If one wishes to use a learning technique with an AFN, there are two fun-

damental decisions that must be made. First, how will it provide feedback
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to the adaptive system? Second, what operations can the adaptive system

perform on the AFN?

The first problem is a difficult one, and one that disinclined us to pursue

Backpropagation-compliant neural networks in the first place. In particular,

such a system would need to determine precisely what the relevance function

was for a particular user during application runs. Note that this is different

from the subjective ORC measure discussed in Chapter 2; there, we were deal-

ing with a set of human subjects to establish an ORC measure for the engine as

a whole. Now, we have a particular user and a particular AFN that we want to

adapt (whether such adaptation is off-line or on-line is irrelevant to the point

at hand). One simple choice would be to ask the user to rate the sequence,

but then we'd have to imagine a calibration period for a particular engine to

accommodate itself to a user something we doubt will be popular with users.

Even if we had this rating, though, it is likely to be noisy, and provides little

information on where the engine went wrong. If, on the other hand, we pos-

sessed extensive measurements of the user pupil tracking, current expression,

etc we could devise more accurate measurements of the effect of a particular

sequence. For the moment, such invasive methods of acquiring error measure-

ments seem distant prospects; even once the technology can be installed in every

home computer, we still might not want to install it, given its intrusive nature.

Once we have acquired the error estimate, we then need to operate on the

AFN. The most obvious place to start is the adjustment of edge weights. This, in

essence, allows an AFN to store long-term knowledge in the system. Of course,

as the lessons of Backpropagation have taught us, edge weight adjustment

limits you to the set of functions that can be represented by networks with

a given set of nodes. It has been found that the accuracy of neural network
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network[69, 76]. Thus, we might wish to introduce new edges and nodes. New

edges can be simply accommodated. We merely need to assume that the AFN

is, in fact, a fully connected graph; most of the edge weights just happen to be

zero. We could also choose to allow the addition or deletion of attentional nodes

from the AFN. In general, while changing the number of nodes does change

the functional space that can be represented, we believe that the additional
problems it raises are not worth the gain in representational power.

Having discussed briefly the limitations and uses of learning AFNs in the

graphics resource allocation problem, we wish to suggest that Backpropagat ion-

style neural networks and standard Hopfield networks might be more appropri-

ate in this setting than AFNs. If we possess a training system good enough
for an AFN, we could also use it to train an artificial neural network. One of

our main initial objections to using artificial neural networks, after all, was that

it was difficult for a programmer to understand the functions they were com-

puting. However, if a computer is doing the training, perhaps in response to

user measurements, it doesn't matter if the programmer understands the net-

work. The other objections discussed in Section 4 could be avoided by using a
Backpropagat ion-style network (cycles, for instance, can't happen in an acyclic

network, and saturation is avoided by the learning algorithm). Building such a
training system, however, remains an open research problem.

5.6 Attentional Flow Networks and Distributed Scene Graphs

There is no limit to the size of virtual worlds, nor to the number of users that

might concurrently be accessing the world. Further, there eventually comes a
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point when the virtual world cannot be stored on any single computer: for a

modern comparison, imagine storing the entire world wide web on your home

computer's hard disk. In such a system, it makes sense to have a distributed

scene graph[10, 23, 35, 44, 64, 84]; with a distributed scene graph (see Figure

5.9), a particular computer would only need to have a copy of that portion of

the world that is currently visible in the application. As we stated in Chapter

1, AFNs were designed to be both scalable and distributable. Scalability was

already dealt with in network culling, now we must consider distribution.

21
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FIGURE 5.9: A distributed scene graph.
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First, we should note that attentional flow networks are inherently local

to the user machine. They are designed to allocate graphics resources for a

particular system. Further, allocation is inherently matched to the current

center of eye focus of a single user (or in a multi-user autostereoscopic system,

we might allocate multiple points of attention into a single network). Thus,

attentional flow networks in and of themselves are not distributed. However,

the technique we have described up to this point assumes that the scene graph

is entirely local. We must now consider how to update the AFN when large

clusters of geometry can suddenly be fetched from a server and loaded into our

local system.

The first approach would be to employ the collider network technique, per-

forming a standard collision detection algorithm to compute neighbors of the

new set of geometry and assign edges accordingly. This approach, however,

incurs a substantial penalty at run time.

As an alternative, we might divide subsets of the scene graph up into regions

this is not unreasonable as we might already be doing this for network culling

(see Section 5.2). Then, when the system determines that it might need some

geometry not located on the current server, it then requests the entire region

that contains that geometry. We also import the AFN local to the region.

We then need only perform spatial collision detection on the bridge node to

incorporate that region into the current AFN.

This approach has two benefits: first, the run time cost is small, and second,

network bandwidth is more efficiently used by making large requests, at least,

that is, if most of a region is typically used when any part of it is. Further, this

approach uses software components that are useful for other jobs as well.
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Note that in a distributed AFN, a hierarchy of more than two levels might be

appropriate. For network culling, we suggested that two levels are sufficient due

to the nature of regions. However, in a distributed AFN, we have to minimize

network traffic. In a hierarchy of greater depth, we can simply specify a node

high in the hierarchy to cause a transfer of the entire scene graph below that

node. Tithe requested region would likely need to have been requested anyway,

this can result in more efficient usage of network bandwidth. On the other hand,

we can still request single regions as well.

5.7 Discussion

In this chapter, we have discussed six possible extensions to the basic AFN
technique. We wish to point out, however, that the basic AFN technique is
perfectly viable in itself. In particular, it can accommodate any graphics ap-

plication where scenes are mostly static, with the exception of a few dynamic
objects that are treated specially. Where necessary, these extensions can be
employed.

At this point, we have discussed image degradation and the distribution of
relevance, given predictions of the user. Next, we address center-of-focus predic-

tion systems, addressing the last component of an adaptive display algorithm.
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CHAPTER 6

CENTER-OF-FOCUS PREDICTORS

In the previous three chapters, we have covered image degradation tech-

niques and graphics resource allocation using attentional flow networks; now

we need to consider one last piece of the puzzle, the center-of-focus predictor.

Center-of-focus prediction systems give the graphics resource allocation engine

the information it requires to assign relevance factors (equivalent to external ac-

tivations in AFNs) to different objects in the world, thus allowing the allocator

to provide a superior assignment of resources.

In this chapter, we will first discuss three approaches to the problem of

predicting the user's center of focus. The first two, directly measuring the

center of focus and cost functions over screen space, have been implemented

in previous graphics resource allocation systems[3, 25, 34, 36, 80]; the third,

plan recognition systems, has been discussed with regard to graphics resource

allocation algorithms in Horvitz and Lengyel's work[50].

We end the chapter with a discussion of a new center-of-focus predictor, the

semantic scene-cell decomposition function. This technique is a programmer-

defined probability distribution over objects in the world, where distributions

are associated with space and orientation partitions of possible viewpoints in

the world.
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6.1 Measuring the User's Center of Focus

Conceptually, the simplest approach to acquiring the user's center of focus is

just to measure it. After all, as we discussed briefly in Chapter 2, the user's

center of focus corresponds precisely with the intersection of the rays cast onto

the fovea of the left and right eyes. If we can measure the orientations of the

eyeballs in their sockets, we can measure the location of the center of focus

in screen space coordinates. We can even determine the depth of the focus

from the vergeance angles of eyes (the angle between the orientation of the

eyeball looking at infinity and the eyeball looking at an object a finite distance

away)[17, 31, 48, 78]. While we don't need depth of focus information to find

the screen space coordinates of the center of focus, we could use it to determine

if the user isn't focusing on the display screen perhaps she is thinking about

something, and thus not focusing on the screen

There exist eye pose acquisition systems that can calculate the user eye

focus quite precisely. Pupil tracking devices have long been used in studies

of animal and human vision (in fact, for animal vision it is required, since we

can't ask the subjects what they're looking at). These techniques, however,

are often quite invasive: some, in fact, require the implantation of a device

next to the optic nerve. Further, computer vision techniques could be adapted

to estimate the current user focus. For example, a camera behind the display

screen could send digital images of the user to an estimation system. The

estimation system would then segment out the face of the viewer, locate the

eyes, and estimate eye pose based on pupil location. Computer vision systems

have already demonstrated that faces of human subjects can be distinguished

against fairly noisy backgrounds[7]; eye segmentation should be simpler given
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that the subject is located in a fairly predictable location relative to the display.

Of course, this task is simpler for head-mounted displays (HMDs).

Several problems, however, makes direct measurement difficult. First of

all, most measurement techniques, especially those based on computer vision,

suffer from substantial noise. Second, acquiring measurements and generating

estimates takes time. We need a technique that can estimate eye pose at a

rate of 2-3 Hz, if not faster; further, the time between the measurement and

the arrival of the data at the resource allocator must be small (thus making

pipelined solutions less viable). Third, these techniques require hardware that

is currently expensive and often cumbersome for viewers.

Thus, for most applications, explicitly measuring user eye focus seems to be a

dead end. Eventually, as the cost and size of measurement technologies shrinks,

direct measurement might become the center-of-focus predictor of choice.

6.2 The Use of Cost Functions

6.2.1 Standard Approaches to Screen Space Cost Distributions

Many of the past approaches to graphics resource allocation used cost functions

over screen space[3, 34, 36]. These functions typically modulate the importance

of objects according to an intuitive distribution of relevance. For instance, the

center of the screen is given the highest weight; objects near the edges, especially

objects near the corners of a rectangular display, are penalized.

We might envisage more complex functions as well. For instance, we might

use a Laplacian of a Gaussian filter to locate edges in the image[31, 48, 54],

subsequently increasing the quality of objects near long edges. Or we might

find the optical flow between the current frame and the previous frame. Objects
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in close proximity to large regions of optical flow should receive either more or

less rendering time, depending on the goals one wishes to achieve. After all,

the eye is less sensitive to artifacts in moving objects, particularly those that

aren't being tracked; on the other hand, in image-based rendering, high regions

of optical flow likely correspond to regions that need to be regenerated.

Unfortunately, techniques of this nature are coarse heuristics. The simplest

of such techniques, screen space functions, are unlikely to produce integrated

frame sequences that are substantially better than the integrated frame se-

quences that would be produced with a flat screen space function. However, if

one refines the heuristic using domain knowledge, it is possible that a cost func-

tion approach could produce substantial improvements. Consider, for example,

a first-person shooter game. We might reasonably hypothesize that players of

such games exhibit stereotypical patterns of vision. Frequently, the center of

attention might be near the mouse pointer (or bullseye); in fact, frequently the

mouse pointer might be moved to be near the current center of focus, provid-

ing an indirect measure of eye pose. Other possible points of focus include the

edges of large occluders, or objects that block vision. For instance, the edge

along a turning point in a corridor, or the edge along a catwalk as one runs over

a courtyard. We might then imagine that the visual search pattern consists of

saccades to and from the mouse pointer and occiuder edges. This hypothesized

pattern of search suggests an approach we call the warp-and-woof center-of-focus

predictor.
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6.2.2 Warp-and- Woof Center of Focus Predictor

The warp-and-woof technique uses the current position of the mouse pointer

and a set of discontinuity edges. These edges represent discontinuities that are

especially important in the particular application. In the first-person shooter

example above, for instance, they represent locations where disocciusion events

occur, such as along the edges of objects that could be used as cover. Whatever

choice of discontinuity edges is made, fast methods must exist for locating the

edges in real time. Of course, the algorithm for finding edges need not be

perfect, only reasonably accurate.

Warp-and-woof assumes that the majority of user eye movements consist

either of rapid eye movements traversing lines between these discontinuity edges

and the mouse pointer, or slower local eye movements tracking objects that we

assume spend most of their time near discontinuity edges. We might also expect

that there are eye movements directly between discontinuity edges; however, we

choose to exclude these edges to confine the probability distribution to a smaller

set of objects. We construct a graph corresponding to the discontinuity edges

and mouse pointer as illustrated in Figure 6.1. We suggest that node points for

discontinuity edges be chosen such that the node is located at the midpoint of

the edge a different choice could be made, however, if appropriate.

We utilize this graph to generate a probability distribution over objects in

screen space.

First, we locate all discontinuity edge nodes that lie near an edge between

the mouse pointer and a different discontinuity edge node.. We assign a value

to each discontinuity edge node equal to the number of such close edges that

are further from the mouse pointer than the discontinuity edge currently being

weighted. This value assignment represents the notion that a saccade over a



FIGURE 6.1: A test scene with the warp-and-woof graph shown aligned with
the geometry (discontinuity edges marked by circles).

discontinuity edge might result in vision returning quickly to that edge, making

such edges more likely to capture the user focus of attention than edges far

from the mouse pointer and distant from other edges. We then determine the

distance d of all the discontinuity edge nodes from the mouse pointer. This

distance d is then adjusted by the number of close edges k to create the modified

distance measure d' = . We then assign the probability Pr[e] to edges and

the probability Pr[m] to the mouse pointer as follows:

d'Pr[e]=2

Pr[m] = 0.5
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We associate objects in the vicinity of the mouse pointer and discontinuity edges

with these probabilities, selecting the k objects with the highest probability as

our potential centers of focus. We could also include a "pork" winner, selecting

one node randomly according to its probability of being the center of focus; this

is equivalent to incorporating losers into subsequent generations of a genetic

algorithm or program[69, 76].

It is unlikely that the warp-and-woof technique will be generally applicable.

Nonetheless, for first-person shooter games or similar applications, this rapid

cost function approach seems applicable. Similar niche approaches could be

developed for other application domains.

6.3 Plan Recognition for Center-of-Focus Predictors

Cost function techniques require that we can guess the prototypical pattern

of vision for a particular application in advance. Where we can do this, cost

functions provide reasonable center-of-focus predictors. In general, however,

plans cannot be guessed in advance. For example, suppose that our application

is not goal driven: perhaps the user is in a virtual city with no clear goal defined

by the application. The user might be able to browse the dusty bookshelves of a

synthetic municipal library, wander down to the local virtual coffee shop to chat

with friends, or hop into a virtual movie for a bit of entertainment. Obviously,

we cannot define a de facto cost function to specify the quality of landmarks

when we don't know which of these possible goals is being pursued.

One solution, then, is to guess the user's plan in real time. In the last

decade, plan recognition and intelligent interfaces have become a rich venue for

new research[11, 45, 49, 52, 82, 91]. They offer the possibility of systems that
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adapt themselves to particular users, finding out the user's preferences, short-

cutting command sequences, and adapting the interface to the user's current

needs (the graphics resource allocation problem in a nutshell).

We can divide plan recognition schemes into two categories: intended plan

recognition and keyhole plan recognition[11, 45, 49, 52, 76, 82, 91]. Intended

plan recognition systems receive input from the user on the user's current plan

of action; keyhole plan recognition systems cannot interact with the user, and,

in fact, should be invisible to the user. Plan recognition in adaptive engines

mostly falls into the domain of keyhole plan recognition. This is the case for

two reasons: first, we need adaptive engines to be transparent to the user to

maintain a sense of presence, second, user goals occur at much higher cognitive

levels than user eye movements or the current focus of attention.

Unfortunately, keyhole plan recognition using standard computer interfaces

is notoriously hard[50, 91]. First, the content of the information provided is

extremely limited: typically, we might have only a history of keystrokes and

mouse movements. Many different user plans might correspond to a particular

sequence of primitive interactions. Worse, we typically need to compress the

history as the application proceeds, since storing a complete history of user

actions would require excessive storage capacity, plus make it impossible to

survey the history in real time[91].

Nonetheless, the potential of intelligent user interfaces has motivated a great

deal of research on precisely this problem. Researchers at Microsoft, for in-

stance, created the Lumierre project to study the relationship between char-

acteristic patterns of visual movement and plans in subjects using a modified

version of Excel[49]. Each of these characteristic patterns was associated with a

particular set of actions by the user: search, for example, was characterized by
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the user exploring multiple menus, scrolling through text, and mousing over and

clicking on multiple non-active regions. In this way, the system was supposed

to guess user plans and then make suggestions to the user if the system felt that

the user was stuck.

Waern et al. performed similar studies, except that they used usenet news-

readers. Their goal was to characterize the articles a user found interesting

based on keystroke histories (as opposed to the standard machine learning ap-

proach to this problem, where the user is queried about the interest value of

particular article) [91].

Albrecht et al. studied keyhole plan recognition in text-based MUDs.1 In

their subject MUD, there were a large number of possible quests that a player

might be interested in; the goal was to recognize via user keystroke histories

which quest the player was currently trying to solve. After their system had been

trained, it was able to recognize quests with little error, requiring a relatively

small number of keystrokes[2]. On the other hand, the quest identification

problem is fairly simple when compared to the tasks Waern et al. and the
Microsoft group studied [49, 91].

However, all of the preceding studies focus on recognizing high-level user

plans. We don't actually care about high-level plans in adaptive engines, only

characteristic patterns of vision. While we can infer user eye movement based

on the current most probable plan, it seems that we could speed up the entire

process, as well as make it more accurate, if we simply cut to the chase and

predicted user eye movements directly. It is difficult to imagine how we might

MUD is an acronym originally standing for for multi-user dungeon. The term has both a
specific meaning, referring to a particular type of game, and a more generic meaning, which
defines a MUD as any persistent, internet-based, roleplaying game.
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do this with current user interfaces, however. In particular, to guess the plan, we

need to know the user's actual eye movements, but most common interfaces do

not provide the system with such knowledge. When such knowledge is available,

however, we might be able to employ plan recognition techniques directly on

this data to hypothesize the user's current search pattern.

For the moment, no keyhole plan recognition systems have proven sufficiently

precise to use in an adaptive engine, although research on the topic continues [49,

50]. Further, it is unclear whether keyhole plan recognition systems will ever be

effective, given the noise in the data and the gap between high-level plans and

low-level visual search patterns. Ultimately, intelligent interfaces might have
their limits.

6.4 The Semantic Scene-Cell Decomposition Function (SSCD)

In general, user prediction is hard. However, in story-driven applications (for

instance, games), the programmer often knows the player's most likely plan;
oftentimes, the plan is virtually specified by the game state. In fact, a good game

often drives the player towards particular goals in order to prevent frustration
when a player is unsure what they should be doing.

We devised the semantic scene-cell decomposition (SSCD) function tech-
nique to leverage the knowledge a programmer already possesses; note that the
SSCD function is, in fact, a type of predictive visual flow function (see Chap-

ter 2), except that the SSCD does not predict the motion of visual focus, but
rather the position of current eye focus. The goal is to determine as a function

of position and orientation the set of objects that are most likely be the centers
of focus.
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Definition 20. Semantic Scene-Cell Decomposition (SSCD)

Function: the semantic scene cell decomposition function provides

a distribution of probabilities that certain objects are the current

focus of attention, given the current viewpoint position and orienta-

tion.

Given an SSCD, we can create a simple and fast center-of-focus predictor.

We just need the programmer to define the SSCD over a coarse sampling of

space and orientation, possibly as function of current game state. To do this,

we suggest the following approach:

1. Construct a floor map or other spatial representation and divide the rep-

resentation up into "similar" sections. Then define a set of broad orienta-

tions in this space (See Figure 6.2).

2. Use a walkthrough tool to move through the world at interactive frame

rates.

3. For each world segment and orientation, have the programmer click on

important objects and then describe attention weights accordingly.

4. Upon completing the static geometry assignments, have the programmer

look at a list of dynamic objects and assign those weights.

As an example of the semantic scene cell decomposition function, consider

Figure 6.2. The top half of the figure shows an overhead view of a subsection of

the world geometry, presented as a floor map. Regions of this map are demar-

cated by dotted lines, and have names like hallway a, room a, etc. Objects

in regions are also listed (in practice, a scene would have many more objects).
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In the lower half of the figure, we show a direction cube. This direction cube

represents the local sampling of directions in a particular region. Suppose this

cube corresponded to a sampling of the SSCD function in the region hallway

b. Then for the area L on the direction cube, we associate all of the external

activation with the door (or, if the door is sometimes open, the statue and the

door). On the other hand, if the cube corresponds to room a, area L might

have small amounts of external activation associated with the tree or table,

while the rest might be associated with objects visible along the line of sight

through hallway a. In room b, on the other hand, the area L would be as-

sociated with the western wall in that region, perhaps a painting on the wall.

If a viewer is then in room b, for example, and the ray along the viewpoint

direction intersects area L on the cube centered at the current viewpoint (where

there is only one cube for a region, no matter where the viewpoint is in that re-

gion), then the current estimate of the user center of focus is the set of external

activations associated with that intersected area.

Several points need to made about the semantic scene cell decomposition

function technique. First, a special walkthrough program is required: we suggest

this because it places the programmer in the world, as it were, while they are

assigning relevances to objects. The sense of presence should make importance

more clear. Second, the degree of sampling is a matter of taste. We suggest

"similar" sections, by which we mean sections where the same set of objects is

likely to be relevant over that entire section. Thus, if an item is important on

one side of the section, but known to be too far away to be visible from the

other side, then the section is probably too large. In the end, however, this is a

matter of preference. Third, static objects are objects that are known to remain

in one place. Thus, while a guard might not be static geometry, it is static in
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FIGURE 6.2: A illustration of the semantic scene cell decomposition function.

the sense that it is tied to a particular location. Dynamic objects, on the other

hand, are typically computer-controlled actors, and so cannot have importances

assigned on the basis of position and orientation. However, dynamic objects are

almost always important in games, since they tend to be either foes or allies.

Thus, assigning them activation whenever they are visible is almost certainly

the correct approach. Of course, this is only relevant if dynamic objects are

actually a part of the attentional flow network. Finally, importance is the same
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no matter where one actually is in the segment. Thus, if there is a fountain in

the center of the segment, and the fountain is very important, the fountain will

still be assumed a center of focus even if the player is looking out of the segment

away from the fountain.

As a final note, we should point out that one must careful of the attentional

flow network's design if one uses the semantic scene-cell decomposition func-

tion. In particular, one should design the network so that if the user stays in a

particular segment and orientation for a significant span of time, the eventual

state that the attentional flow network settles into does not generate too many

artifacts in the rendered scene.

6.5 Discussion

We have now discussed all aspects of an adaptive display algorithm, all the way

from image degradation to center-of-focus prediction. However, as we stated

earlier in Chapter 3, adaptive display algorithms only represent one aspect of

selection-level processes. In particular, adaptive display algorithms represent

a final step, performing resource allocation on a world that has already been

processed. Thus, even a graphics engine that is completely partitioned from

higher-level processes by the current state of the geometric database contains

more than just the techniques discussed in this paper. For more discussion of

processes such as early culling and other aspects of graphics engines, we refer

the reader to the literature[25, 3, 37, 34, 36, 70, 32, 13, 80, 79, 16, 59, 46, 47, 4].
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CHAPTER 7

IMPLEMENTATION OF LAZARUS AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the attentional flow network technique, we
designed and built Lazarus, an adaptive real-time graphics engine using atten-
tional flow networks to control rendering resources. Lazarus was designed to
render scenes composed of static geometry, where the viewpoint follows piece-
wise cubic space curves.

The implementation of Lazarus is the subject of the first section of this chap-

ter. We implemented the basic attentional flow network technique presented in
Chapter 4; even without implementing the extensions in Chapter 5, however,
there were many choices to be made in the design of the adaptive engine. Then,
in the second section, we discuss the test scene used in the empirical studies in

this paper. Finally, in the last section of this chapter, we discuss the empirical
results for our engine, including the percentage division of time between ren-
dering and AFN-related processes, the time saved using image degradation, the

reduction of the variance in the frames rendered, and a comparison of images
produced using the AFN approach versus a uniform distribution of activation
over objects.
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7.1 Implementation of the Lazarus Engine

Lazarus was built using the Visual C++' development environment; Lazarus

is a Win32 application that uses OpenGL v 1.1 and the wgl interface to handle

basic graphics functionality. The Lazarus engine is on the small side of graphics

engines 9k lines of code. Nonetheless, it demonstrates the full AFN technique

presented in Chapter 4. Image degradation is performed via mesh decimation

using a version of the Schroeder et al. algorithm[77]. The COFP (center-of-

focus predictor) is simulated by a file that specifies external activations as a

function of time.

In Figure 7.1, we depict Lazarus's software architecture. The first part of

the engine is essentially a translator. Four files written in different (but similar)

description languages specify the scene graph (geometry is organized hierarchi-

cally in Lazarus), the skeletal attentional flow network, the cubic Bezier curve

traversed by the viewpoint, and the specified output of the COFP simulator

as a function of time. The engine performs mesh decimation and generates

render tables during the scene graph construction phase; the engine adds im-

plicit edges to the attentional flow network during the AFN construction phase.

Once these data structures have been loaded, the system then initializes the

AFN and starts the application's event loop. The Lazarus event ioop expects

only three types of events: frame update events, AFN update events, and kill

signal events. During a frame update, the engine allocates resources according

to the current AFN state and then renders the world. During an AFN update,

the engine extracts the current external activations from the COFP simulator

1 Trademarked by Microsoft.
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FIGURE 7.1: The architecture of the Lazarus engine: top row represents pre-
processing stages, bottom row the real-time event ioop.

and then updates the AFN accordingly. Finally, a kill signal causes the engine

to terminate gracefully.

We will now discuss the following details of the Lazarus engine:

1. The Scene, AFN, Path, and COFP Specification Languages

2. Implicit Edge Construction

3. Mesh Decimation and Generation of the Render Table

4. Graphics Resource Allocation

5. Update Frequency
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7.1.1 The Scene Description Language (SDL), AFN Description
Language, and Path Description Language, and the COFP
Simulator Description Language

We designed a new set of languages to specify Lazarus worlds (where a world

is considered to be the scene, the AFN, the view path, and the COFP simula-

tor data). The set of languages includes a scene description language, an AFN

description language, a path description language, and a COFP simulator de-

scription language. Additional options can be specified in the Lazarus header

file; for instance, the user can add fog to the scene or adjust the number of
lights.

The Lazarus scene description language was inspired by a subset of VRML[5,

12]. The Lazarus SDL does incorporate object representations other than

meshes such as quadrics, NURBS surfaces, and Bezier surfaces, however, since

the test scene does not use these objects, the code to generate render tables
for these objects was not added. On the other hand, we believe that these
higher-order representations of geometry would work just as well as meshes

with the attentional flow network technique: in particular, we can construct

fairly smooth image degradation techniques with these primitives by adjusting

the quality of the tessellation[30, 32, 71]. Of course, the use of these objects is

predicated on graphics hardware that supports them: the graphics accelerator

used for testing Lazarus did not.

All objects defined in the geometry file must be contained in an axis-aligned

bounding volume, which in turn must be completely contained in all parent

bounding volumes. This simplifies the task of performing hierarchical culling

against the view frustum (although such culling was disabled for tests in this
thesis).
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Attentional flow networks are defined by a much simpler language. An

integer defines the total number of records, all of which must follow. Each record

specifies the source node, the set of edges, and the weights on edges. The space

after the last record can contain arbitrary text. Note that the distribution of

edge weights in a single AFN record need not and, in general, should not be

a partition of unity, although the total sum must be less than one. The process

of implicit edge construction will fill out the rest of the partition. Negative edge

weights are not allowed.

The path description language defines a sequence of cubic Bezier curves[30,

32]. These cubic Bezier curves are not required to exhibit any form of C

continuity, or even geometric continuity. Clearly, however, authors of path files

can constrain the control polygons to enforce any desired degree of continuity.

Since one can also adjust the parameterization of the curve, the path description

language can be used to generate any cubic B-spline curve, or for that matter,

any p-, 3-, 'y-spline, or other similar spline form[30, 32, 71].

Finally, the COFD (center-of-focus predictor) description language specifies

the external activations as a function of the current time t (the same parameter

used to specify the current location on the path).

7.1.2 Implicit Edge Construction

Many different approaches can be taken to implicit edge construction, the most

important of which we discussed in Chapter 4. In Lazarus, we chose to use an

approach that was not discussed in that chapter; while the approach worked, it

did not work as well as a Voronai diagram or the sphere approach would have (in

particular, it generated more implicit edges than we felt ideal). The technique
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used in Lazarus breaks the world up into an octree (the three dimensional

equivalent of a quadtree); subdivision continues until either one object remains

in the octree node, or until a minimum size to an octree node is reached. Objects

are then assigned edges to other objects whenever the object shares a node with

the object, or is a horizontal or vertical neighbor of a node containing the object.

Once these edges are discovered, the weight left over from the construction

of the skeletal network is divvied up between the implicit edges. Each edge

is assigned a value equal to the inverse of the distance between the originat-

ing object and the destination object. The leftover weight is then divided up

between the outgoing implicit edges of a node according the inverse distances

just assigned. When an explicit edge coincides with an implicit edge (possesses

the same origin and destination), the edges, including their edge weights, are

merged.

This method both performs implicit edge construction and yields an octree

data structure for early culling. However, we found that it was simpler and

faster to just cull against the scene graph itself. Further, the implicit edge

construction algorithm added more edges than we felt necessary. Thus, we

suggest the two techniques presented in Chapter 3 [9, 24].

7.1.3 Mesh Decimation and the Render Table

Lazarus depends on mesh decimation for image degradation. Originally, the en-

gine also adjusted the complexity of the local illumination model, the existence

of normals and textures, and the texturing model. After running the engine on

several small test scenes, however, we found that degrading these parameters

resulted in poor frame sequences. In particular, sudden changes in the illumina-
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tion model or in the use of texturing generated popping (see Chapter 3). Thus,

Lazarus adjusts only the structure of the mesh.

Our mesh decimation algorithm is similar to the one employed by Schroeder,

et al[77]. Our algorithm removes vertices one by one from the mesh and then

retriangulates the holes[9, 241. Vertices were chosen for removal based on the

change in the average position of a vertex and its neighbors if the vertex was

removed. Non-boundary vertices measure the average change in position along

the average vertex normal; boundary vertices measured the absolute change in

average position. This technique was intended to minimize the local deforma-

tion of the mesh. Color, normal, and texture values were then selected from

the old faces. Unlike the Schroeder algorithm, no provision was made for the

preservation of interior edges or contour lines. As a result, sometimes a less

desirable sequence of decimations is chosen. This mesh decimator was used to

construct four decimated versions of the mesh for each object: each version was

decimated 20% more than its predecessor.

After the mesh sequences were constructed, render tables for each mesh

needed to be generated. Values were found by rendering the mesh in the center

of the viewport 1000 times at a distance 20 units from the viewpoint (where

the world itself is 380 x 380 x 380 units cubed). The accumulated render time

was then divided by 1000 to generate the average time required to render the

object at a particular discrete level of quality. These values were stored in tables

associated with individual meshes.
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7.1.4 Real- Time Graphics Resource Allocation

The attentional flow network technique does not specify how one performs

graphics resource allocation given activation values in the net, except for as-

serting that the magnitudes of the activation values define a non-decreasing

function of resource allocation. One could use activations in quite complex

graphics resource allocation schemes; we chose to take a simpler approach.

Lazarus takes the current activation of a node and the current total activa-

tion in the network (a known constant for Lazarus) and finds the percentage

of activation at the current node. The total frame time is then multiplied by

this percentage to find an ideal slice of resources to allocate to the object. The

allocation algorithm then finds the maximal resource quality for an object such

that the expected cost of the quality level in the render table for the object is

less than the ideal slice of resources. The object is then rendered at this quality

level. Note that this algorithm consistently attempts to undercut the expected

frame time. The resources left over are then used to render all objects in the

scene at a minimum level of quality.

Thus, the Lazarus engine is not designed explicitly to minimize the variation

in the time required to render a single frame, but rather to make it highly

probable that the frame time bound is always met, even if this resulted in

scenes being rendered at a slightly lower level of quality than necessary. We

could have also used the knapsack approach of Funkhouser and Sequin[34, 36];2

2 The problem with Funkhouser and Sequin's approach is that even a small increase in the
time required to render a frame can result in a frame being entirely skipped: raster display
devices, after all, render from the current main buffer at a set frequency. Arbitrarily small
variances can thus result in temporal aliasing. On the other hand, consistently undershoot-
ing wastes a small amount of resources. Given the small variance in the frame rate, we felt
that undershooting the frame rate by a very small margin was the best approach to take.
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however, we disliked the possibility that objects could be completely excluded.

While exclusion makes sense for objects that are far away relative to their

size thus projecting to a very small portion of the screen an exclusionary

approach can also result in closer but less significant objects being omitted,

thus risking popping.3 By choosing our approach, we did increase the variance

in the time required to render a single frame, although as we demonstrate in

Section 7.2, the normalized variance is still less than the variance generated by

rendering the entire scene at maximum quality; however, because our technique

consistently undercuts the display-specified frame rate, which is capped at 30

frames per second (fps), the actual variance perceived by the user is extremely

small (essentially, all frame variance arises from system activity outside of the

Lazarus engine).

7.1.5 AFN Update Frequency

After significant experimentation, we found that the best AFN update frequency

was 2.5-4 Hz. Higher update frequencies caused activation to flow through the

network too fast; note that this is not an inherent quality of AFNs, but rather

the result of the center-of-focus predictor we used. Lower update frequencies,

on the other hand, resulted in obvious transitions in network quality. We thus

chose the lowest update frequency that produced good results, 2.5 Hz.

This is the risk of using an allocation technique that allocates primarily on the basis of
the benefit of rendering an object; omitting to render an unimportant object can make the
object suddenly quite important to the quality of the scene., by virtue of the fact that it's
removal attracts the eye to its former position.
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7.2 Empirical Studies

The attentional flow network technique presented in this paper is not just a

single algorithm or software architecture; in particular, the previous six chapters

have presented a diversity of approaches to solving subproblems such as image

degradation, measuring error, extending the basic technique, and performing

center-of-focus prediction. However, the core technique in this paper is the

attentional flow network presented in Chapter 4. As such, we focus our attention

on validating this core technique. Once this has been done, further work can

be done to determine those situations wherein the alternative approaches are

superior to the basic approach.

To evaluate the basic attentional flow technique, we need to answer several

questions. First, how costly is the processing associated with the attentional

flow network? One of the primary motivations for using the attentional flow

network was its efficiency. After all, if a technique requires more time to allocate

resources than it takes to render a single frame without allocation, the technique

is a waste of time. Studying the cost of the attentional flow network relative to

the cost to render frames is the subject of the first empirical study.

Second, we want to know how much time the graphics resource allocation

algorithm saves relative to rendering the geometry in full, as well as whether or

not the technique reduces the variance in the frame rate. In particular, we want

to ensure that our graphics resource allocation algorithm can actually reduce

the cost of the frame below the time required to render at the desired frame

rate. Further, if we can reduce the variance, we can reduce the number of frame

skips. The second study compares the AFN technique to the case where the

scene is rendered in full.
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Finally, we want to determine the quality of the resource allocation per-

formed by the AFN technique. After all, if the AFN technique isn't allocating

resources in the right objects, the scene produced might actually be worse than

using no allocation algorithm at all. Thus, we compare the AFN technique

with the uniform allocation technique: the uniform allocation technique dis-

tributes resources equally between all objects in the scene. This comparison is

the subject of our third study.

These three studies give us a means of evaluating the utility of the attentional

flow technique as a whole. Future work might involve extending the Lazarus

engine with one or more of the extensions discussed in Chapter 5, or perhaps

using a new center-of-focus predictor. In any case, it is likely that the utility of

these modifications will vary with respect to the particular test scene. In par-

ticular, many of the extensions (inhibitory links and direction edge weights, for

instance) are not likely to be worth the cost in a test scene such as the one used

in this experiment, given the few fully occluding objects and the constrained

viewpoint paths.

7.2.1 The Test Scene

For all of the results presented in this section, we used a single test scene. In

Figures 7.2 and 7.3, we present screenshots of the scene from two viewpoints.

The scene consists of five inverted pyramidical islands, each with a well and six-

teen columns on top. The total count of polygons for this scene is approximately

11,000. All objects are textured.
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FIGURE 7.2: Overhead shot of the central island in the test scene for Lazarus

The test scene could also be rendered with or without fog, and with either

one light or eight lights. The parameters were varied in the studies to show that

the behavior of Lazarus on the test scene was not coincidental.

A single path was used for all runs through the test scene. This path was a

C' continuous Bezier curve, including eight individual curves with uniform pa-

rameterizations. This path looped over the top of the central pyramid, weaving

in between columns and over the central well. A single cycle through this path

took 120 seconds.

This test scene provides a fair test of the Lazarus engine. The test scene is

sufficiently complex that 30 frames per second isn't always viable at maximum

scene quality. Further, the total number of triangles falling in the view frustum
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FIGURE 7.3: A side shot of the central island in the test scene for Lazarus

is not constant from some points of view, three islands fall into the view

frustum, while from other points of view, only the background is visible. While

this does not represent the extremities of complexity seen in the Berkeley Walk-

through Project[34, 36, 37], this is not a surprise given that our engine did not

implement an advanced hierarchical culling algorithm. The variance is sufficient

to test the graphics allocator's ability to adjust to changing scene complexity.
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7.2.2 Empirical Results

All empirical results presented in this chapter were produced using an Intel
Pentium4 II 300 MHz Cpu running Windows985. The system possessed 80 MB

RAM on a 66 Mhz bus. The system also used a Diamond Viper V770 Ultra

Riva TNT26 graphics accelerator with 32 MB on-chip memory, connected to

the CPU via an AGP 2X bus.

For each of these three studies, trials were run using different parameteriza-

tions of the test scene. The basic test scene possessed only one light source and

exponential fog. This scene was then modified by removing fog and/or adding

seven light sources to the scene.

7.2.3 Study 1: Division of Resources

The first study measures the division of CPU time between the time required

for rendering and the time required for updating the network. Note that these

results actually present a worst case scenario, assuming that the time required

to update the network is time that would be otherwise used for rendering. If,

however, the system is not CPU-limited and the processor can allocate updates

such that the bottleneck of the graphics pipeline is always full (see Chapter 3),

updates to the attentional flow network can be made for free.

' Pentium trademarked by Intel.

Windows98 trademarked by Microsoft.

6 Riva TNT2 trademarked by NVIDIA. Diamond Viper trademarked by Diamond Multi-
media Systems, inc.
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In Table 7.1, we present the division of resources between rendering and

updates. These values were acquired by executing five test runs of the engine

on a particular parameterization of the test scene; we then kept the test run

value with the median variance in the time to render the scene. The four

rows correspond to the four different parameterizations of the test scene: one

light/fog, eight lights/fog, one light/no fog, and eight lights/no fog.

Scene Avg Time Std Deviation Avg Time Std Deviation

to Render in Time to Render to Update in Time to Update

No Fog/One Light 33.2 0.070 0.012 0.0024

Fog/One Light 35.3 0.138 0.00383 0.0004

No Fog/Eight Lights 49.9 0.061 0.46 0.0019

Fog/Eight Lights 54.1 0.225 0.60 0.0069

TABLE 7.1: The average render and update times, and the standard deviations
of the render and update means (all values in milliseconds).

First, notice that the average time to render a frame is higher for the solu-

tions with eight lights: it was necessary to change the expected frame rate to

ensure that all objects in the scene could be rendered at least at minimal quality.

This was largely necessary because of the mesh decimation algorithm used; the

mesh decimation algorithm performs well for a small number of deleted vertices,

but the object's form begins to diverge as the number of deleted vertices rises.

Hand-constructed meshes could have been designed to require fewer polygons

to maintain the minimal level of quality, thus allowing us to use a higher frame

rate (although at greater human cost).
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Second, the values in the table represent the time to render a single frame

and to perform a single update: these values do not reflect the frequency of

these events. Thus, to evaluate the relative resource usage of rendering corn-

pared to updating the network, we need to consider the frequency of update

and render events. We'll assume a 15Hz frame rate: this value is low enough to

be less than the actual framerate required by all four parameterizations of the

scene. This low frequency actually makes parameterizations with higher frame

rates seem worse than they are; however, we feel that this worst case evalua-

tion is sufficiently positive as is. The network, on the other hand, updated all

parameterizations of the test scene at 2.5 Hz. Thus, the average time per sec-

ond required to update the network is 2.5 times the average update time. The

average time per second required for rendering is at least 15 times the average

time to render a single frame. We present these values and the ratio of update

time to render time in Figure 7.2. Note that in all cases, the time required

for updates is minimal. As expected, the time required to update the scene

is approximately equal for all parameterizations. The expected ratios are also

approximately equal, ranging from 0.002% to 0.2%.

Scene Render Update 100 * Update / Render

No Fog/One Light 498 0.0288 0.00578

Fog/One Light 530 0.00958 0.00181

No Fog/Eight Lights 749 1.15 0.153

Fog/Eight Lights 812 1.51 0.185

TABLE 7.2: Time required for rendering the scene and updating the data per
second (in milliseconds), plus the ratio of updating / rendering.
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Thus, for every second that the engine spends rendering, on average, ignor-

ing idle time, less than two milliseconds is required for network updating and

processing (often, much less). Clearly, even if we can't overlap AFN processing

with rendering, the time required by the AFN approach is essentially irrelevant.

We further note that the variances in the time to render scenes are also
quite small. Given that we didn't employ a partitioning technique such as

the knapsack allocation algorithm, this was not necessarily guaranteed. It is
pleasant to find that this is, indeed, the case.

7.2. Study 2: Attentional Flow Networks vs Full Rendering

In this study, we compare the attentional flow network to the full rendering

approach: in the full rendering approach all objects are rendered at maximum

quality. Our intention is to show that the attentional flow network technique

can substantially reduce the time required to render a frame compared with

the full rendering approach; further, we also show that the normalized standard

deviation in the frame is smaller for the attentional flow network technique on

this particular test scene.

In Figure 7.3, we present the average time to render a frame for both the

AFN technique and the full rendering technique on all four parameterizations of

the test scene. We also present the normalized deviation (the deviation divided

by the average) to give comparative values.

First, note that the graphics resource allocation algorithm substantially re-

duced the total time to render a particular scene. In most cases, the full ren-

dering technique required nearly twice as much time to render the scene.
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Scene Avg Time Norm. Deviation Avg Time Norm. Deviation

4 Quality to Render in Time to Render to Render in Time to Render

with AFN with AFN at Full at Full

No Fog/i Light 33.2 0.070 54.0 0.14

Fog/i Light 35.3 0.00383 56.5 0.182

No Fog/8 Lights 49.9 0.06i2 75.0 0.275

Fog/8 Lights 54.i 0.0225 81.1 0.13

TABLE 7.3: Average times and standard deviations in times to render for AFN
and full rendering (all times in milliseconds).

Second, note that the normalized deviation for the attentional flow network

technique is consistently less than that for the full rendering technique. The

reduction in the normalized deviations ranges from 50% to almost 85%. Given

that the knapsack approach is not being employed, this is a significant result.

Of course, the measurements of the variance in this study do not characterize

the variance that is actually seen by the viewer, although these variances are a

factor. In particular, the display is set to a particular refresh rate independent

of the speed of the underlying graphics engine. The variance in the frame rate

for the engine (even when the frame rate is capped) might not be the same as

the perceived frame rate. In particular, the real variance in the frame rate of

Lazarus is almost zero, the only misses arising due to system events. This is

the result of the Lazarus engine attempting to undershoot the render quality

of a scene to meet the hardware refresh rate.
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7.2.5 Study 3: the Attentional Flow Network Technique Versus
Uniform Allocation

So far, we have shown that the time required by the attentional flow network

can be small compared to the render time, and further, that the AFN technique

can reduce both the time to render a scene and the variance in that frame rate.

However, the quality of the rendered scenes differs between the full rendering

technique and the attentional flow network technique, thus adding a variable

for which we did not account.

In this section, we address this problem by considering the quality of the

scenes rendered by the attentional flow network as opposed to scenes rendered

using a graphics resource allocation technique that meets frame time constraints,

but distributes resources uniformly over objects in the scene. This allows us to

assert that the attentional flow network technique does a decent job of graphics

resource allocation.

Quantifying this relative quality, however, is difficult. We might choose to

measure the degree to which activation in the network reflected some predicted

relevance function constructed by a center-of-focus predictor and human per-

ceptual factors, thus testing the ORG measure. However, it is not obvious how

we could acquire such a relevance function without human test subjects (an

expensive proposition for the purposes of this thesis). We could also try to

measure the plenoptic residue of the allocated image and the uniform image;

however, as we have suggested previously, existing techniques for quantifying

the plenoptic residue might not be generally applicable, plus they fail to reflect

other two dimensions of frame sequence quality. Ultimately, human subjective

evaluation is the only valid metric. Thus, we choose to compare the uniform

allocation technique and the attentional flow network technique by presenting
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screenshots produced by these two techniques. While the reader's comparative

evaluation of these images might not be exactly identical to our own evaluation,

we believe that the rough characterizations of quality will be shared. In Figure

7.4 - 7.9, we present seven side-by-side shots taken by the Lazarus engine. The

images produced by the attentional flow network technique are those on the

left.

FIGURE 7.4: Shot from scene using AFN technique on left; shot from scene
using uniform technique on right.

Clearly, the attentional flow network's resource allocation is superior to uni-

formly allocating resources for the test scene used in this study. The well,

which is generally the most important object, draws the greatest degree of fo-

cus. Further, the degree to which the quality of the screenshots differ suggests

that the AFN technique has substantial potential. In particular, if projective

textures had been used to reconstruct textures in the decimated meshes, or if

the decimated meshes had been constructed by hand, instead of automatically,
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FIGURE 7.5: Shot from scene using AFN technique on left; shot from scene
using uniform technique on right.

FIGURE 7.6: Shot from scene using AFN technique on left; shot from scene
using uniform technique on right.

the scene presented by the AFN technique would be quite similar to the scene

generated by the full rendering technique; the uniform allocation technique, on

the other hand, would still be a far cry from the full rendering technique.
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FIGURE 7.7: Shot from scene using AFN technique on left; shot from scene
using uniform technique on right.

FIGURE 7.8: Shot from scene using AFN technique on left; shot from scene
using uniform technique on right.

Of course, the quality of the integrated frame sequences can only be fully

evaluated by studying the images in motion, which unfortunately, we cannot do

in this thesis.
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FIGURE 7.9: Shot from scene using AFN technique on left; shot from scene
using uniform technique on right.

7.2.6 Threats to Validity

First, we will consider external threats to validity, since these threats are com-

mon to all of the studies in this chapter. Later, we will consider internal threats

to validity for each individual study.

The primary external threat to validity in these studies is the fact that we

used a single test scene. In particular, the technique might perform differently

on test subjects with higher or lower degrees of scene complexity. In addition,

performance might vary if the viewpoint was constrained by occluding objects

a situation we might expect to experience in an architectural walkthrough

program. Further, different rendering effects such as Phong shading, bump map-

ping, and translucency might change the point at which the graphics pipeline

is controlled entirely by hardware. If more of the graphics processing is con-

trolled by software, the impact of the time required to execute the AFN might

be larger. We chose to address these issues by parameterizing the scenes with

fog and variable numbers of lights.
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A second threat was generated by our use of a center-of-focus prediction

simulator. A real adaptive engine would be forced to use a real center-of-focus

predictor; our system simulated external activations based on a sequence of

predictions generated by the tester. The degree to which a real predictor would

match the simulation generated by the tester is unclear. At worst, this inflates

the quality of the frames produced; it could also be, however, that a good center-

of-focus predictor could provide better results than a programmer hand-writing

the estimates with only the SDL file to work from.

A third threat comes from the particular AFN used. Like the test scene, we

only used a single AFN. Was this the best such AFN for the scene in question?

It is hard to say. Due to the time required to decimate the meshes for each test

run of the engine, we were unable to generate all possible AFNs and test the

quality of each.

Finally, did the path traversed by the viewpoint bias the results? The path

chosen was restricted to fly over a single island, weaving in between the columns

and flying over the well. We felt this was sufficient given that all of the islands

were identical, but we can't discount this threat, either.

The primary threat to internal validity in these studies comes from the

interaction of the operating system with the performance measures used. In

particular, time is measured by making an initial call to GetTickCount and then

a second call to GetTickCount at the completion of the measured operation.

The assumption is that the difference in these two values represents the time

required to complete the particular operation. However, system processing can

be incorporated into these values if a context switch occurs during an operation.

This can artificially inflate the variance in our results. On the other hand, the

time to complete operations is quite small in this study. In particular, the time
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to perform an update is often less than a millisecond, while the time required

to render a frame is often of the order of 33 milliseconds. Considering that no

other processes (beyond those required by Win98) were concurrently running on

the CPU, there is little threat that context switches will undermine our results.

However, by choosing the set of values with the median variance in render time,

we minimized this threat.7

A second threat to internal validity in all of these studies comes from the use

of timers to control frame updates. In particular, software timers in Windows98

are slightly nondeterministic (as are timers in most systems). However, we

suspect that this factor is unlikely to bias our results.

A final threat primarily affected the final study. In particular, we required

that the reader qualify the qualities of the screenshots. As we've mentioned,

however, the true quality of a real-time graphics engine is the result of the

integrated frame sequences. In particular, when the reader is evaluating the

qualities of these screenshots, they are viewing the images in the same context

that they would view images produced by digital image synthesis. Thus, there

is no real center of focus. However, as long as the reader is conscious of the true

nature of the frames, this should not be a problem.

Since the time to render is the most likely operation to possess an artificially inflated
variance due to context switches, selecting on the basis of the variance in time required to
render was reasonable.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS

Four main contributions were made in this thesis. First and foremost, we

defined the attentional flow network technique. Second, we presented two new

methods for performing center-of-focus prediction: the semantic scene-cell de-

composition function and the warp-and-woof predictor. Third, we presented a

new model of quality for adaptive display algorithms. Finally, we defined an

architecture for adaptive graphics engines.

The attentional flow network technique was defined in Chapter 4, extended

in Chapter 5, and validated in Chapter 7. Attentional flow networks transform

a set of predictions for the user center of focus into a distribution of relevance

over objects in the world. Fundamental to the design of the attentional flow

network is the idea that the technique must be fast (much less than the time to

render a single frame). As we demonstrated in Chapter 7, the cost of updating

the attentional flow network can be quite small relative to the cost of rendering

the frame. While the basic attentional flow network technique is limited in

terms of the types of scenes for which it performs well, the extensions presented

in Chapter 5 suggest that the technique can be adapted to a wide variety of

problems.

The empirical validation performed in Chapter 7 suggests that the atten-

tional flow network technique has potential. Not only was the cost of the tech-

nique small, but the engine was able to control the cost of rendering scenes
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and reduce the variance in the frame rate. Further, the frames produced were

substantially superior to the frames produced by a uniform allocation algorithm.

Our second main contribution was the introduction of two new techniques

for performing center-of-focus prediction. Accurate adaptive graphics engines

require that we have means of estimating or measuring the user's current point

of focus on the screen. This allows us to best adapt our resources to a partic-

ular user. In the past, this problem has often gone unaddressed. Funkhouser

and Sequin, for example, did not perform user prediction[34, 36]. Horvitz and

Lengyel, on the other hand, essentially oniy did center-of-focus prediction[50].

Unfortunately, their technique was never implemented; further, current intelli-

gent interface research does not yet seem up to the task. Our two techniques,

the semantic scene cell decomposition function and the warp-and-woof predic-

tor, are both fast and efficient means of acquiring estimates of the user center

of focus. They are also both dependent on domain knowledge supplied by the

programmer.

Our third contribution was a new model for the quality of a real-time graph-

ics engine. Instead of focusing on frame quailty, we shifted the focus to frame

sequence quality, in particular integrated frame sequence quality. We specified

a new model of quality for frame sequences. Our new model defines quality

along three dimensions: the plenoptic measure, the ORC measure, and the vi-

sual flow measure. Of course, as we discussed in Chapter 2, this only defines the

quality of the frame sequence; the final quality of the integrated frame sequence

is also a function of the frame rate, consistency in the frame rate, latency, and

consistency in latency.

Finally, this thesis defines a new way to think about the organization of

adaptive graphics engines. In particular, we can now divide the architecture
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of an adaptive graphics engine into several components: the center-of-focus

predictor, the relevance distributor, the graphics resource allocator, and the

image degradation algorithm. According to this division, the semantic scene

decomposition function and the warp-and-woof technique are center-of-focus

predictors, the attentional flow network is a relevance distributor, Funkhouser

and Sequin's allocation algorithm is a graphics resource allocator (as is the time

slicing algorithm used in Lazarus as discussed in Chapter 7), and techniques

such as mesh decimation and impostering are image degradation techniques.

8.1 Merit of this Research

In the past, computer graphics has mostly been seen as two facets of a prob-

lem: how do we render worlds, given a set of geometry, and how do we model

worlds, given only high-level abstractions of objects. Techniques such as image-

based rendering and global illumination algorithms represent solutions to the

first problem; modelling techniques using noise, fractals, and realistic physics

represent solutions to the second problem.

In recent years, however, it has become clear that real-time rendering is

fundamentally different than digital image synthesis. In particular, the prob-

lems faced by digital image synthesis techniques are of a different class than

the problems faced by real-time rendering techniques. Quality itself should be

defined according to different metrics.

The purpose of this thesis was to address aspects of this problem. In partic-

ular, we created a technique designed to meet these quality goals in a way that

had heretofore not been done.
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8.2 Future Work

This thesis presented a range of extensions that could be incorporated into

the attentional flow network; however, only the basic attentional flow network

was validated. In the future, the Lazarus engine, or a new real-time adap-

tive engine, could incorporate these techniques, allowing comparative studies

to be performed. In particular, we would like to evaluate the relative merit of

the extensions; further, we would like to characterize the application domains

where particular extensions were beneficial, and the application domains where

particular extensions cost more than they benefited the system.

In addition, while we presented two new center-of-focus predictors, we would

still prefer to use either plan recognition or direct measurement to perform

center-of-focus prediction. The two techniques we discussed are not specialized

for individual users; user-specific adaption is the holy grail of intelligent user

interfaces.

Finally, it would be interesting to study how the attentional flow network

technique can be adapted to alternate rendering algorithms: global illumination

schemes and volumetric modeling, to name two.

Finally, it would be interesting to study the application of the attentional

flow network to types of rendering other than the classic geometric pipeline.

For instance, we might consider engines employing particles[85, 73], volumetric

rendering, implicit surface rendering[8], or any number of alternatives.
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